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ABSTRACT
The concepts of the scale and tidy subgroups for an automorphism of a to-
tally disconnected locally compact group were defined in seminal work by
George A. Willis in the 1990s, and recently generalized to the case of endo-
morphisms (G.A. Willis, Math. Ann. 361 (2015), 403–442). We show that
central facts concerning the scale, tidy subgroups, quotients, and contrac-
tion groups of automorphisms extend to the case of endomorphisms. In
particular, we obtain results concerning the domain of attraction around
an invariant closed subgroup.
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Statement of Results
Let G be a Hausdorff topological group with neutral element e and α : G→ G
be an endomorphism (which we always assume continuous). The contraction
group of α is
con(α) :=
{
x ∈ G : lim
n→∞
αn(x) = e
}
.
Given a closed subgroup H ⊆ G with α(H) ⊆ H , we say that a sequence
(xn)n∈N0 in G converges to e modulo H (and we write xn → e modulo H) if, for
each identity neighbourhood V ⊆ G, there exists N ∈ N0 such that xn ∈ V H
for all n ≥ N (cf. [1], [13]). The domain of attraction of H with respect to α is
defined as the set con(α,H) of all x ∈ G such that αn(x)→ e modulo H . The
following result extends the partial results [1, Theorem 3.8], [13, Theorem 1],
[4, Theorem 2.4] and [6].
Theorem A. Let α : G → G be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected,
locally compact group G and H ⊆ G be a closed subgroup. If α(H) = H or
α(H) ⊆ H and H is compact, then con(α,H) = con(α)H.
Given x ∈ G, a sequence (xn)n∈N0 in G is called an α-regressive trajectory for x
if x0 = x and α(xn) = xn−1 for all n ∈ N. Let con−(α) be the set of all x ∈ G
for which there exists an α-regressive trajectory (xn)n∈N0 with
lim
n→∞
xn = e.
Then con−(α) is a subgroup of G, called the anti-contraction group of α. If H
is a closed subgroup of G with α(H) ⊆ H , then the anti-contraction set of α
modulo H is defined as the set con−(α,H) of all x ∈ G for which there exists
an α-regressive trajectory (xn)n∈N0 with xn → e modulo H .
Theorem B. Let α : G → G be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected,
locally compact group G and let H⊆G be a closed subgroup with α(H)⊆H. Then
con−(α,H) = con−(α)H.
For each α-regressive trajectory (xn)n such that xn → e modulo H, there is an
α-regressive trajectory (yn)n such that yn ∈ xnH for all n and limn→∞ yn = e.
Let G be a totally disconnected, locally compact group and α : G → G be an
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endomorphism. For a compact open subgroup U ⊆ G, the index
[α(U) : α(U) ∩ U ] ∈ N
is called the displacement index of U . If U has minimal displacement index
among all compact open subgroups, then U is calledminimizing, and one defines
the scale of α as this minimum displacement index, denoted s(α). Equivalently,
U has certain structural properties, summarized as being tidy Let par−(α) be
the anti-parabolic subgroup of α consisting of all x ∈ G for which there exists an
α-regressive trajectory (xn)n∈N0 such that {xn : n ∈ N0} is relatively compact.
The article [23] analyzes how the scale of an automorphism α behaves with
respect to taking subgroups and quotients. We generalize these results to the
case of endomorphisms. Given a group G, a normal subgroup H of G and
an endomorphism α of G with α(H) ⊆ H , we let α denote the associated
endomorphism of G/H .
Theorem C. Let α : G → G be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected,
locally compact group G and H ⊆ G a closed subgroup with α(H) ⊆ H.
(a) There is a compact open subgroup U of G which is tidy for α and such
that U ∩H is tidy for α|H . Furthermore
sH(α|H) ≤ sG(α).
(b) If, in addition, H is normal in G, then
sH(α|H)sG/H(α) divides sG(α).
(c) If, in addition to all the above, H ⊆ par−(α) is a closed normal subgroup
of G and α(H) = H, then
sH(α|H)sG/H(α) = sG(α).
Using Theorem A, we show the following result which generalizes [1, Theo-
rem 3.32] and the corresponding statement in [9].
Theorem D. Let α : G → G be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected,
locally compact group G. Then α has small tidy subgroups if and only if con(α)
is closed in G.
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Using Theorem B, we prove a generalization of [1, Proposition 3.21 (3)]:
Theorem E. Let α : G → G be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected,
locally compact group G. Then
(1) s(α) = s
(
α|con−(α)
)
.
Further consequences of Theorems A and B are obtained. Let par(α) ⊆ G
be the parabolic subgroup associated to an endomorphism α, i.e., the set of all
x ∈ G for which {αn(x) : n ∈ N0} is relatively compact in G. Let
lev(α) := par(α) ∩ par−(α)
be the Levi subgroup. If G is locally compact and totally disconnected, then
par(α) and lev(α) are closed subgroups of G such that α(par(α)) ⊆ par(α) and
α(lev(α)) = lev(α) (see [26, Proposition 19]). Given a compact open subgroup
V ⊆ G, we define V− :=
⋂
n∈N0
α−n(V ) and write V+ for the set of all x ∈ V
for which there exists an α-regressive trajectory (xn)n∈N0 within V .
We study par(α), lev(α) and their connections to tidy subgroups. If α has small
tidy subgroups, then the strongest conclusions can be obtained, as compiled in
the next theorem. For α an automorphism, cf. already [6] for part (a) and [1,
Theorem 3.32] for (b). The semidirect products mean semidirect products of
topological groups.
Theorem F. Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally com-
pact group G. Then α has small tidy subgroups if and only if α|lev(α) has small
tidy subgroups. In this case, the following holds :
(a) Ω := con(α) lev(α) con−(α) is an open identity neighbourhood in G such
that α(Ω) ⊆ Ω, and the product map
(2) π : con(α) × lev(α)× con−(α)→ Ω, (x, y, z) 7→ xyz
is a homeomorphism.
(b) par(α) = con(α) ⋊ lev(α) and par−(α) = con−(α) ⋊ lev(α).
(c) α|par−(α), α|lev(α) and α|con−(α) are automorphisms.
(d) Every subgroup V of G which is tidy for α is a subset of Ω; it satisfies
V− = (con(α) ∩ V )⋊ (lev(α) ∩ V )
and V+ = (con
−(α) ∩ V )⋊ (lev(α) ∩ V ).
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(e) A compact open subgroup V ⊆ G is tidy for α if and only if
(3) V = (con(α) ∩ V )(lev(α) ∩ V )(con−(α) ∩ V ),
α(con(α) ∩ V ) ⊆ con(α) ∩ V,(4)
α(lev(α) ∩ V ) = lev(α) ∩ V, and(5)
α(con−(α) ∩ V ) ⊇ con−(α) ∩ V.(6)
(f) The compact open subgroups W ⊆ lev(α) with α(W ) =W form a basis
of identity neigbourhoods in lev(α).
If G is a Lie group over a totally disconnected local field (as in [3] and [18])
and α : G → G is an analytic endomorphism with small tidy subgroups, then
con(α), lev(α) and con−(α) are Lie subgroups of G (in the strong sense of sub-
manifolds) and the product map in (2) is an analytic diffeomorphism, see [9].
By (e) in Theorem F, the automorphism α|lev(α) is distal, see [14]. Information
concerning contractive automorphisms of locally compact groups can be found
in [19] and [10]; contractive analytic automorphisms of Lie groups over a totally
disconnected local field K are discussed in [21] (for K = Qp) and [8].
Independenly, studies of endomorphisms of totally disconnected groups have
also been performed in [15] and [5]. Whereas the former deals with profinite
groups, the latter has a view towards topological entropy. According to [5,
Corollary 4.11] (combined with Proposition 9.5), the topological entropy htop(α)
of an endomorphism α of a totally disconnected, locally compact group G is
given by htop(α) = ln s(α), if con(α) is closed. Our Theorem C(c) therefore
implies the following Addition Theorem for topological entropy, which is com-
plementary to a similar, known result ([5, Theorem 1.2]):
If con(α) is closed in G and H is a closed normal subgroup of G such that
H ⊆ par−(G) and α(H) = H, then htop(α) = htop(α|H) + htop(α).
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Conventions. Write N := {1, 2, . . .} and N0 := N∪{0}. All topological groups
and uniform spaces are assumed Hausdorff. The automorphisms considered are
continuous, with continuous inverse. A map q : X → Y between topological
spaces is called a quotient map if it is surjective and Y carries the quotient
topology (the final topology with respect to q). If X is a set and α : X → X a
map, we say that a subset M ⊆ X is α-invariant if α(M) ⊆M . If α(M) =M ,
we say that M is α-stable. This terminology is in line with [1] but differs from
[13]. A sequence (xn)n∈N0 (or two-sided sequence (xn)n∈Z) in a topological
space X is called bounded if {xn : n ∈ N0} (resp., {xn : n ∈ Z}) is relatively
compact in X . If G is a totally disconnected, locally compact group, then
COS(G) denotes the set of all compact open subgroups of G. We write |X | for
the cardinality of a set X . If k is an ordinal number, we write [0, k[ for the set
of ordinals j < k. For each cardinal number c, the set of ordinal numbers with
cardinality c has a minimal element k. Thus [0, k[ has cardinality c, while [0, j[
has cardinality less than c for each j ∈ [0, k[. We identify c with k.
Structure of the Article. In a preparatory first section, we recall necessary
concepts from [26]. Auxiliary results concerning convergence modulo H and
generalizations of the concept for self-maps of uniform spaces are compiled in
Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem A for metrizable G,
by an adaptation of arguments from [1]. In Section 4, we prove Theorem B for
metrizable G. Also this proof was inspired by [1], but major changes were nec-
essary to enable (unique) α-orbits to be replaced with (not necessarily unique)
α-regressive trajectories. In both cases, the generalization to non-metrizable G
uses a method that was stimulated by Jaworski’s arguments in [13], but deviates
in detail as we use a different cardinal as the parameter in a transfinite induc-
tion. In this way, we can do without some of the preparatory lemmas in [13],
which do not have analogues for anti-contraction groups. See Section 6 for the
case of Theorem A. The relevant cardinal invariant is introduced in Section 5.
As to Theorem B, we have to line up regressive trajectories by a transfinite
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induction over the steps of a projective system, rather than mere elements of
anti-contraction groups (Section 7). This also enables us to get around the prob-
lem that although con(α,K)∩con(α,L) = con(α,K ∩L) for compact K and L,
a corresponding formula cannot be expected for anti-contraction groups of an
endomorphism. Section 8 analyzes how the scale of an endomorphism behaves
with respect to subgroups and quotients and proves most of Theorem C. In
Sections 9–13, we give applications of Theorems A and B concerning endomor-
phisms, their scale and the various subgroups going along with them. Notably,
we complete the proof of Theorem C and obtain proofs for Theorems D, E,
and F.
1. Basic concepts
In this section, we collect basic definitions and properties of the objects ap-
pearing in this article. For details, we refer the reader to [26]. Let G be a
totally disconnected, locally compact group and α : G → G be an endomor-
phism. Recall that by a theorem of van Dantzig (see [20] or [11, (7.7)]), G
admits an identity neighbourhood basis consisting of compact open subgroups.
For a compact open subgroup U ⊆ G, the index
[α(U) : α(U) ∩ U ] ∈ N
is called the displacement index of U . If U has minimal displacement index
among all compact open subgroups, then U is calledminimizing, and one defines
the scale of α as this minimum displacement index, denoted s(α) or sG(α).
Equivalently, U has certain structural properties, summarized as being tidy.
Write
U− :=
⋂
n∈N0
α−n(U) = {x ∈ U : (∀n ∈ N0) α
n(x) ∈ U},
where α−n(U) means the preimage (αn)−1(U). Let U+ be the set of all x ∈ U
for which there exists an α-regressive trajectory (xn)n∈N0 such that xn ∈ U for
all n. Then
U+ =
⋂
n∈N0
Un,α with
(7) U0,α := U and Un+1,α := U ∩ α(Un,α) for n ∈ N0;
moreover, U+ and U− are compact subgroups of G such that
α(U−) ⊆ U− and α(U+) ⊇ U+
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(see [26], or also Lemma 1.2). The sets
U−− :=
⋃
n∈N0
α−n(U−) and U++ :=
⋃
n∈N0
αn(U+)
are unions of ascending sequences of subgoups, whence they are subgroups of G.
If U = U+U−, then U is called tidy above for α. If U++ is closed in G and
[αn+1(U+) : α
n(U+)] ∈ N
is independent of n ∈ N0, then U is called tidy below. If U is both tidy above
and tidy below for α, then U is called tidy for α (see [26]).
We shall use the fact that U is tidy if and only if U is tidy above and U−− is
closed in G (see [26, Proposition 9]).
By [26, Lemma 5 and Theorem 2], a compact open subgroup U of G is mini-
mizing for α if and only if it is tidy for α, in which case
s(α) = [α(U) : α(U) ∩ U ] = [α(U+) : U+].
If U is a compact open subgroup of G, then the compact open subgroup
ℓ⋂
j=0
α−j(U)
is tidy above for large ℓ ∈ N0 (see [26]). For U ⊆ G a compact open subgroup,
U+∩ U− is a compact subgroup of G such that α(U+∩U−) = U+∩U− (see [26]
or Lemma 1.2). Let par−(α) be the anti-parabolic subgroup of α consisting of all
x ∈ G for which there is an α-regressive trajectory (xn)n∈N0 with {xn : n ∈ N0}
being relatively compact. Then par−(α) is a closed subgroup of G and
α(par−(α)) = par−(α)
(see [26, comment after Proposition 19]). The intersection nub(α) of all tidy
subgroups is called the nub of α. The nub is compact, and α-stable in the sense
that α(nub(α)) = nub(α) (see [26, Proposition 20]). The nub coincides with the
trivial group {e} if and only if α has small tidy subgroups in the sense that the
subgroups which are tidy for α form a basis of identity neighbourhoods. The
bounded iterated kernel bik(α) is defined as the closure
bik(α) := {x ∈ par−(α) : αn(x) = e for some n ∈ N0}
(as opposed to [26, Definition 12] which is neither intended nor used); it is
an α-stable compact normal subgroup of par−(α). The endomorphism α of
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par−(α)/ bik(α) induced by α is an automorphism and bik(α) ⊆ nub(α) [26,
Proposition 20]. Then nub(α)/bik(α) = nub(α) (see Proposition 12.2 (b)) and
nub(α) is the largest α-stable closed subgroup of par−(α)/ bik(α) on which α
acts ergodically (see [25, Proposition 4.4]).
For α an endomorphism of a totally disconnected locally compact group, the
following sets were already defined above.
Definition 1.1: If X is a Hausdorff topological space, K ⊆ X a compact
subset and α : X → X a continuous map, we define
K− :=
⋂
n∈N0
α−n(K) and K+ :=
⋂
n∈N0
Kn,α,
where K0,α := K and Kn,α := K ∩ α(Kn−1,α) for n ∈ N.
The following properties are useful in general. Compare [26] for proofs.
Lemma 1.2: For X , α, K, Kn,α, K+, K− as in Definition 1.1, we have:
(a) K− is a compact subset of K. It is the set of all x ∈ K such that
αn(x) ∈ K for all n ∈ N0. Moreover, α(K−) ⊆ K−.
(b) Kn,α is a compact subset of K, for each n ∈ N0. It is the set of all
x ∈ K for which there exist x0, x1, . . . , xn ∈ K such that x0 = x and
α(xj) = xj−1 for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
(c) K+ is a compact subset of K. It is the set of all x ∈ K for which there
exists an α-regressive trajectory (xn)n∈N0 with x0 = x and xn ∈ K for
all n ∈ N0. Moreover, K+ ⊆ α(K+).
(d) K+ ∩K− is a compact subset of K. It is the set of all x ∈ K for which
there exists a family (xn)n∈Z of elements xn ∈ K such that x0 = x and
α(xn) = xn+1 for all n ∈ Z. Moreover, α(K+ ∩K−) = K+ ∩K−.
If X is a topological group, α an endomorphism and K a compact subgroup
of X , then also K+, K− and each Kn,α are compact subgroups of X .
2. Dynamics on uniform spaces
In this section, we collect generalities about dynamical systems on uniform
spaces. As a reference for the theory of uniform spaces, we recommend [12]. A
simple topological fact will be used (whose proof is left to the reader).
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Lemma 2.1: Let X be a topological space and N a filter basis in X . If each
K ∈ N is compact and U ⊆ X is an open subset with
⋂
N ⊆ U , then there
exists some K ∈ N such that K ⊆ U .
2.2: Let X be a set, α : X → X be a map and x ∈ X . As usual, the sequence
(αn(x))n∈N0 is called the α-orbit of x. A sequence (xn)n∈N0 is called an α-
regressive trajectory for x if x0 = x and α(xn) = xn−1 for all n ∈ N. Note
the slightly different usage in [26]. A two-sided sequence (xn)n∈Z is called an
α-trajectory (for x0) if α(xn) = xn+1 for all n ∈ Z.
The following observation allows α-regressive trajectories to be created from
a given sequence.
Lemma 2.3: Let X be a Hausdorff topological space, α : X → X be a contin-
uous map and (zn)n∈N0 be a sequence in X . Let x0 ∈ X and, for n,m ∈ N0,
(8) z(m)n :=
{
αm−n(zm) if n ∈ {0, . . . ,m};
x0 if n > m.
Thus z(m) := (z
(m)
n )n∈N0 ∈ X
N0 for each m ∈ N0. If y = (yn)n∈N0 is an
accumulation point of (z(m))m∈N0 in X
N0 with respect to the product topology,
then (yn)n∈N0 is an α-regressive trajectory.
Proof. Let (z(ma))a∈A be a convergent subnet of (z
(m))m∈N0 with limit y =
(yn)n∈N0 . For every n ∈ N, there is a0 ∈ A with ma ≥ n for all a ≥ a0 and thus
α(z(ma)n ) = z
(ma)
n−1 .
Since α is continuous, passing to the limit we obtain that α(yn) = yn−1. Hence
(yn)n∈N0 is an α-regressive trajectory.
For fixed n ∈ N0, we have z
(m)
n = αm−n(zm) for all m ≥ n. Therefore,
accumulation points of (z(m))m∈N0 are independent of the choice of x0.
Definition 2.4: We call (z(m))m∈N0 = ((z
(m)
n )n∈N0)m∈N0 (as in (8)) a double
sequence associated to (zn)n∈N0 with respect to α. If X is a topological group,
we shall always choose x0 := e.
2.5: Let (X, E) be a uniform space, with filter E of entourages. For V ∈ E , x ∈
X and M ⊆ X , we write V [x] := {y ∈ X : (x, y) ∈ V } and V [M ] :=
⋃
z∈M V [z].
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2.6: Let (X, E) be a uniform space and S ⊆ X . Given a subset S ⊆ X , we
say that a sequence (xn)n∈N0 in X converges to S with respect to E (and write
xn →E S) if, for each V ∈ E , there exists N ∈ N0 such that xn ∈ V [S] for all
n ≥ N . Further, let α : X → X be a continuous map. The domain of attraction
of S with respect to α is defined as
con(α, S) :=
{
x ∈ X : αn(x)→E S
}
.
Given a subset S ⊆ X , we write con−(α, S) for the set of all x ∈ X for which
there exists an α-regressive trajectory (xn)n∈N0 such that xn →E S.
2.7: Recall that the right uniform structure R on a topological group G is the
filter generated by the filter basis of the sets
V˜ := {(x, y) ∈ G×G : y ∈ V x},
for V ranging through the set of identity neighbourhoods in G (see [11, (4.11)]).
Then V˜ [x] = V x and V˜ [M ] = VM for subsets M ⊆ G. Thus, if H ⊆ G is a
closed subgroup and (xn)n∈N0 is a sequence in G, then
xn → e modulo H if and only if xn →R H .
If α is an endomorphism of G with α(H) ⊆ H , we deduce that the sets con(α,H)
and con−(α,H) coincide with those obtained for the uniform space (G,R).
2.8: Recall that a subset R of a uniform space (X, E) is called precompact if, for
each V ∈ E , there exist n ∈ N0 and x1, . . . , xn in X (or, equivalently, in R) with
R ⊆ V [x1] ∪ · · · ∪ V [xn].
Every compact subset K ⊆ X is precompact. If (X, E) is complete (e.g., in the
case of (G,R) with G a locally compact group, see [2, §3.3, Corollary 1]), then
a subset R ⊆ G is precompact if and only if it is relatively compact (cf. [12,
p. 22]).
The following variant of [1, Lemma 3.9] (devoted to locally compact groups)
is very useful for our purposes; [13] already applied the latter lemma also for
Hausdorff topological groups (without proof).
Lemma 2.9: Let (xn)n∈N0 be a sequence in a uniform space (X, E).
(a) If xn →E K for some precompact subset K ⊆ X , then {xn : n ∈ N0} =:
R is precompact in X . If xn →E K and K is compact, then R is
relatively compact and thus (xn)n∈N0 is bounded.
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(b) If xn →E S for a closed subset S ⊆ X , then each accumulation point of
(xn)n∈N0 is contained in S.
(c) If (xn)n∈N0 is bounded and S ⊆ X is closed, then xn →E S if and only
if each accumulation point of (xn)n∈N0 lies in S.
Proof. (a) If V ∈ E , choose W ∈ E with W ◦W ⊆ V . Since K is precompact,
there is a finite subset Φ ⊆ K such that K ⊆W [Φ]. HenceW [K] ⊆W [W [Φ]] =
(W ◦W )[Φ] ⊆ V [Φ]. There exists N ∈ N0 such that xn ∈ W [K] for all n ≥ N .
Hence R := {xn : n ∈ N0} is contained in the finite union
V [Φ] ∪
N−1⋃
n=0
V [xn],
and thus R is precompact.
If, moreover, K is compact, let us show that the closure R is complete in the
uniform structure induced by (X, E). Then R, being a uniform space which
is both precompact and complete, will be compact (see, e.g., [12, p. 22]). Let
y ∈ R such that y 6∈ R; we show that y ∈ K. Let (yj)j∈J be a net in R which
converges to y. Given U ∈ E , pick V ∈ E with V ◦V ⊆ U . There is N ∈ N with
(9) xn ∈ V [K] for all n ≥ N .
Since none of x0, . . . , xN−1 is an accumulation point of (yj)j∈J , we find jV ∈ J
such that yj 6∈ {x0, . . . , xN−1} for all j ≥ jV and thus
(10) yj ∈ V [K] for all j ≥ jV .
Since yj → y, we deduce that y ∈ V [K] ⊆ V [V [K]] ⊆ U [K]. As
⋂
U∈E U [K] =
K = K, we see that y ∈ K.
If R was not complete, we could find a Cauchy net (yj)j∈J in R which does not
converge in R, and which therefore does not have a convergent subnet (nor an
accumulation point). Make E × J a directed set by declaring (V1, j1) ≤ (V2, j2)
if V1 ⊇ V2 and j1 ≤ j2. As before, for U ∈ E and V ∈ E with V ◦ V ⊆ U , we
can pick N ∈ N with (9) and find jV ∈ J such that (10) holds. Hence, with the
induced order,
A := {(V, j) ∈ E × J : yj ∈ V [K]}
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is a directed set, and (yj)(V,j)∈A is a subnet of (yj)j∈J . For a = (V, j) ∈ A, we
find ka ∈ K such that
(11) yj ∈ V [ka].
Since K is compact, the net (ka)a∈A has a subnet (ka(i))i∈I which converges to
some k ∈ K. Write a(i) = (V (i), j(i)). Given an entourage U ∈ E , pick V ∈ E
such that V ◦ V ⊆ U . There exists i0 ∈ I such that
ka(i) ∈ V [k]
and V (i) ⊆ V for all i ≥ i0 in I. Hence, using (11),
yj(i) ∈ V (i)[ka(i)] ⊆ V [ka(i)] ⊆ V [V [k]] ⊆ U [k]
for all i ≥ i0. The subnet (yj(i))i∈I of (yj)j∈J therefore converges to k, contrary
to our assumption. Thus (yj)j∈J cannot exist and R must be complete.
(b) Assume that a subnet (xn(j))j∈J of the given sequence converges to x ∈ S.
For all U ∈ E and V ∈ E with V ◦V ⊆ U , we find j0 ∈ J such that xn(j) ∈ V [x]
for all j ≥ j0 and thus
x ∈ V [x] ⊆ (V ◦ V )[x] ⊆ U [x] ⊆ U [S].
Hence x ∈
⋂
U∈E U [S] = S = S.
(c) If not xn →E S, then there exists V ∈ E such that J := {n ∈ N0 : xn 6∈ V [S]}
is an infinite set. After shrinking V , we may assume that V [S] is open. Now
P := {xn : n ∈ J} has compact closure L in X . Since P is a subset of the
closed set X \ V [S], also L ⊆ X \ V [S]. Now L being compact, the subnet
(xn)n∈J of (xn)n∈N0 has a subnet which converges to some c ∈ L. Then c is an
accumulation point of (xn)n∈N0 such that c 6∈ V [S] and hence c 6∈ S. Together
with (b), this establishes (c).
Lemma 2.10: Let (X, E) be a uniform space and (Aj)j∈J be a family of closed
subsets of X , with J 6= ∅. Let (xn)n∈N0 be a sequence in X such that xn →E Aj
for each j ∈ J . If Aj0 is compact for some j0 ∈ J , then
(12) xn →E
⋂
j∈J
Aj .
Proof. As Aj0 is compact and xn →E Aj0 , the sequence (xn)n∈N0 is bounded,
by Lemma 2.9 (a). If c ∈ X is an accumulation point of (xn)n∈N0 , then c ∈ Aj
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for each j ∈ J , by Lemma 2.9 (b), and thus c ∈
⋂
j∈J Aj =: A. Hence xn →E A,
by Lemma 2.9 (c).
Lemma 2.11: Let (X, E) be a uniform space, α : X → X be a continuous map
and (Aj)j∈J be a family of closed subsets of X , with J 6= ∅. If Aj0 is compact
for some j0 ∈ J , then
(13)
⋂
j∈J
con(α,Aj) = con
α,⋂
j∈J
Aj
 .
Proof. If x ∈
⋂
j∈J con(α,Aj), then α
n(x) →E Aj for each j ∈ J , whence
αn(x) →E
⋂
j∈J Aj =: A (by Lemma 2.10) and thus x ∈ con(α,A). Thus⋂
j∈J con(α,Aj) ⊆ con(α,A). The converse inclusion trivially holds.
Lemma 2.12: Let (X, E) be a uniform space, α : X → X be a continuous map
and K ⊆ X be a compact subset. Then
con(α,K) = con(α,K+ ∩K−) and con
−(α,K) = con−(α,K+ ∩K−).
Moreover, every α-regressive trajectory which converges to K in (X, E) also
converges to K+ ∩K−.
Proof. To prove the first assertion, we show con(α,K) ⊆ con(α,K+ ∩K−) (as
the other inclusion is trivial). If x ∈ con(α,K), then αn(x) → e modulo K,
whence R := {αn(x) : n ∈ N0} is relatively compact in X (see Lemma 2.9 (a)).
Thus, by Lemma 2.9 (c), we shall have x ∈ con(α,K+ ∩ K−) if we can show
that each accumulation point c of (αn(x))n∈N0 is an element of K+ ∩ K−.
By Lemma 2.9 (b), we know that each accumulation point of (αn(x))n∈N0 is
an element of K. Let (αna(x))a∈A be a subnet which converges to c. Given
m ∈ N0, the subnet
(αna+m(x))a∈A = (α
m(αna(x)))a∈A
of (αn(x))n∈N0 converges to α
m(c), by continuity of αm. Thus αm(c) is an accu-
mulation point of (αn(x))n∈N0 and thus α
m(c) ∈ K. Hence c ∈
⋂
m∈N0
α−m(K) =
K−. To see that also c ∈ K+ (which shows our first claims), let us show that
c ∈ Km,α for each m ∈ N0. There is am ∈ A such that na ≥ m for all a ≥ am.
Then (αna−m(x))a≥am is a subnet of (α
n(x))n∈N0 and hence has a subnet con-
verging to some b ∈ K. Applying αj to the entries of the latter subnet (for given
j ∈ {0, . . . ,m}), we obtain a convergent net with limit αj(b) =: xm−j , which
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has to be an element of K as the convergent net is a subnet of (αn(x))n∈N0 .
For j = m, the convergent net just constructed is a subnet of (αna(x))a≥am ;
its limit x0 = α
m(b) therefore has to coincide with c. Thus x0, x1, . . . , xm ∈ K,
x0 = c and
α(xj) = α(α
m−j(b)) = αm−(j−1)(b) = xj−1
for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, whence c ∈ Km,α (by Lemma 1.2 (b)).
To complete the proof, it suffices to prove the final statement as it entails
that con−(α,K) ⊆ con−(α,K+ ∩K−) (and the other inclusion trivially holds).
Thus, let (xn)n∈N0 be an α-regressive trajectory in G such that xn → e mod-
ulo K. By Lemma 2.9 (a), the closure L := {xn : n ∈ N0} ⊆ X is compact.
Hence, by Lemma 2.9 (c), (xn)n∈N0 will converge to e modulo K+ ∩ K− if
we can show that each accumulation point c of (xn)n∈N0 is an element of
K+ ∩ K−. By Lemma 2.9 (b), we have c ∈ K. Now α(c) is an accumula-
tion point of (α(xn))n∈N0 , by continuity of α, and hence also an accumulation
point of (α(xn+1))n∈N0 = (xn)n∈N0 . Thus, the set C of accumulation points of
(xn)n∈N0 is α-invariant, i.e., α(C) ⊆ C. Hence C ⊆ K−.
For c as before andm ∈ N, let (xnβ )β∈B be a subnet of (xn)n∈N0 which converges
to c. Then tβ := (xnβ , xnβ+1, . . . , xnβ+m)β∈B is a net in the compact topologi-
cal space Lm+1 and hence has a convergent subnet, with limit (c0, c1, . . . , cm) ∈
Lm+1, say. Then c0 = c and α(cj) = cj−1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (as the entries
of each tβ have this property and α is continuous). Thus c ∈ Km,α for each
m ∈ N0 and thus
c ∈
⋂
m∈N0
Km,α = K+.
Hence c ∈ K+ ∩K−, as required.
We close the section with some straightforward observations, for later use.
Lemma 2.13: Let f : X → Y be a uniformly continuous map between uniform
spaces (X, E) and (Y,F) Let S ⊆ X be a subset.
(a) If (xn)n∈N0 is a sequence in X such that xn →E S, then f(xn)→F f(S).
(b) If α : X → X and β : Y → Y are continuous maps such that β◦f = f◦α,
then f(con(α, S)) ⊆ con(β, f(S)).
Proof. (a) If U ∈ F , then V := (f × f)−1(U) ∈ E , whence there exists N ∈ N0
such that xn ∈ V [S] for all n ≥ N . Thus, for such n, there is sn ∈ S such
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that xn ∈ V [sn] and thus (sn, xn) ∈ V . Hence (f(sn), f(xn)) ∈ U and thus
f(xn) ∈ U [f(sn)] ⊆ U [f(S)]. So f(xn)→F f(S).
(b) For x ∈ con(α, S), we have βn(f(x)) = f(αn(x))→F f(S), by (a).
The next lemma is obvious.
Lemma 2.14: Let (X, E) be a uniform space, S ⊆ Y ⊆ X be subsets and
(xn)n∈N0 be a sequence in Y such that xn →E S. Let F be the uniform structure
induced by E on Y . Then also xn →F S.
Lemma 2.15: Let G be a topological group, S ⊆ G be a subgroup and K ⊆ G.
(a) If K ⊆ S and S is α-invariant for an endomorphism α of G, then
con(α,K) ∩ S = con(α|S ,K).
(b) If S is open and (xn)n∈N0 is a sequence in S such that xn →R K in G,
then xn →R K ∩ S in G (and in S).
Proof. (a) Using the inclusion map f : S → G and β := α|S , Lemma 2.13
yields con(α|S ,K) ⊆ con(α,K) ∩ S. If, conversely, x ∈ con(α,K) ∩ S, then
αn(x)→R K in G and hence in S (by Lemma 2.14), whence x ∈ con(α|S ,K).
(b) If V ⊆ G is an identity neighbourhood such that V ⊆ S, then xn ∈ V K if
and only if xn ∈ V (K ∩S). Hence xn →R K in G if and only if xn →R (K ∩S)
in G. By Lemma 2.14, then also xn →R (K ∩ S) in S.
3. Proof of Theorem A for metrizable G
In this section we prove Theorem A in the metrizable case. We include two
lemmas the first one of which concerns how tidiness above passes to subgroups.
Lemma 3.1: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally com-
pact group G. Let H ⊆ G be an α-invariant closed subgroup and W ⊆ G be a
compact open subgroup. Then there exists ℓ0 ∈ N0 such that ℓ⋂
j=0
α−j(W )
 ∩H
is tidy above for α|H , for all ℓ ≥ ℓ0.
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Proof. Since α(H) ⊆ H , we have
H ∩
ℓ⋂
j=0
α−j(W ) = {w ∈ H : (∀j = 0, . . . , ℓ) αj(w) ∈ W}
= {w ∈ H : (∀j = 0, . . . , ℓ) αj(w) ∈ H ∩W}
=
ℓ⋂
j=0
(α|H)
−j(H ∩W ).(14)
The group in (14) is tidy above for α|H by [26, Proposition 3] for large ℓ.
To prove Theorem A, we shall use the following lemma (which parallels the
case of automorphisms formulated in [1, Lemma 3.10]):
Lemma 3.2: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally com-
pact group G and H ⊆ G be a closed subgroup. Assume that
(i) α(H) = H ; or
(ii) H is compact.
Let x ∈ con(α,H) and O ⊆ G be a compact open subgroup. Then there exists
h ∈ H and N ∈ N0 such that αn(xh) ∈ O for all n ≥ N and αn(xh) → e
modulo (O ∩H)+ ∩ (O ∩H)− (which is a compact subgroup of O ∩H).
Proof. If H is compact, then con(α,H) = con(α,H+ ∩H−), where H+ ∩H− is
compact and α(H+ ∩ H−) = H+ ∩ H− (see Lemma 1.2 (d) and Lemma 2.12).
After replacing H with H+ ∩ H−, we may therefore assume that α(H) = H .
Thus, it suffices to discuss the case (i).
Assume α(H) = H now. After shrinking O if necessary, we may assume that
O ∩H = (O ∩H)−(O ∩H)+,
by Lemma 3.1. Let V ⊆ O be a compact open subgroup such that α(V ) ⊆ O.
Since αn(x)→ e modulo H , there exists N ∈ N0 such that α
n(x) ∈ V H for all
n ≥ N . As αN (H) = H , we find h0 ∈ H with αN (xh0) ∈ V . We now complete
h0 to a sequence (hi)i∈N0 of elements in h0(O ∩H) such that
αN+j(xhi) ∈ V (O ∩H) for 0 ≤ j ≤ i.
Suppose that h0, . . . , hk have already been constructed to satisfy this condition.
Using that α(O ∩H) ⊆ (O ∩H)α((O ∩H)+), we obtain
αN+k+1(xhk) ∈ α(V (O ∩H)) ⊆ Oα(O ∩H) ⊆ Oα((O ∩H)+).
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Choose ℓk+1 ∈ α((O ∩H)+) such that αN+k+1(xhk)ℓk+1 ∈ O. There exists an
α-regressive trajectory (gn)n∈N0 for ℓk+1 such that gn ∈ O ∩ H for all n ≥ 1.
We define
hk+1 := hkgN+k+1.
Then hk+1 ∈ h0(O∩H) and αN+k+1(xhk+1) ∈ O. Moreover, αN+k+1(xhk+1) =
αN+k+1(x)αN+k+1(hk+1) ∈ V H and thus
αN+k+1(xhk+1) ∈ O ∩ V H = V (O ∩H).
For all j ∈ {0, . . . , k}, we have
αN+j(xhk+1) = α
N+j(xhk)α
N+j(gN+k+1) = α
N+j(xhk)gk−j+1 ∈ V (O ∩H)
as well, whence hk+1 is as desired. This completes the recursive construction.
Let h be an accumulation point of the sequence (hi)i∈N0 in h0(O ∩ H) ⊆ H .
Then αn(xh) is in the compact set V (O ∩ H) for all n ≥ N , and so αn(xh) ∈
O. Thus xh ∈ con(α,O). As also xh ∈ con(α,H), Lemma 2.11 shows that
xh ∈ con(α,O ∩ H). Hence αn(xh) → e modulo (O ∩ H)+ ∩ (O ∩ H)−, by
Lemma 2.12.
3.3: For the proofs of Theorem A and Theorem B we recall that a topological
group is metrizable if and only if it is Hausdorff and first-countable, see for
instance [11, (8.3)].
Proof. (Theorem A, for metrizable G). The inclusion con(α)H ⊆ con(α,H)
is trivial. To establish the converse inclusion, we adapt the proof of [1, The-
orem 3.8]: Since G is assumed metrizable, using 3.3 we find a sequence O1 ⊇
O2 ⊇ · · · of compact open subgroups of G which form a basis of identity neigh-
bourhoods. Set H0 := H and
Hj := (Oj ∩Hj−1)+ ∩ (Oj ∩Hj−1)− ⊆ Oj ∩Hj−1 for j ∈ N.
Let x0 ∈ con(α,H). We claim that, for j ∈ N, there exist elements xj ∈
xj−1Hj−1 and integers Nj ∈ N0 such that
αn(xj)→ e modulo Hj
and αn(xj) ∈ Oj for all n ≥ Nj.
Lemma 3.2 (with x0 in place of x and O1 in place of O) provides h0 ∈ H0 = H
and N1 ∈ N0 such that x1 := x0h0 satisfies αn(x1) ∈ O1 for all n ≥ N1 and
αn(x1)→ e modulo (O1 ∩H)+ ∩ (O1 ∩H)− = H1. This shows the case j = 1.
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If x1, . . . , xj have been constructed, we can apply Lemma 3.2 with xj in place
of x, Oj+1 in place of O and Hj in place of H . We obtain an hj ∈ Hj and
Nj+1 ∈ N0 such that xj+1 := xjhj satisfies αn(xj+1) ∈ Oj+1 for all n ≥ Nj+1
and αn(xj+1)→ emodulo (Oj+1∩Hj)+∩(Oj+1∩Hj)− = Hj+1. This completes
the recursive construction.
Note that
xi ∈ xjHj · · ·Hi−1 ⊆ xjOj · · ·Oi−1 = xjOj
for all i ≥ j ≥ 1. Hence (xj)j∈N0 is a Cauchy sequence in G (for the left uniform
structure) and hence convergent, as G is locally compact and therefore complete
by [2, Paragraph 3.3, Corollary 1]. Let
y := lim
n→∞
xn and h := x
−1
0 y.
Since xj ∈ x0H0 · · ·Hj−1 ⊆ x0H for all j ∈ N, passing to the limit we deduce
that y ∈ x0H and thus h ∈ H .
To see that y ∈ con(α), let W ⊆ G be an identity neighbourhood. After
shrinking W , we may assume that W = Oj for some j ∈ N. As
xi ∈ xjHj · · ·Hi−1 ⊆ xjHj
for all i ≥ j, we deduce that y ∈ xjHj and thus
αn(y) ∈ αn(xj)α
n(Hj) = α
n(xj)Hj ⊆ OjOj = Oj =W
for all n ≥ Nj . Hence y ∈ con(α), which completes the proof.
4. Proof of Theorem B for metrizable G
In this section we prove Theorem B for metrizable G, using the following ana-
logue of Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 4.1: Let G be a totally disconnected, locally compact group. Let
α : G → G be an endomorphism and H ⊆ G be an α-invariant closed sub-
group. Let O ⊆ G be a compact open subgroup, x ∈ con−(α,H) and (xn)n∈N0
be an α-regressive trajectory for x such that xn → e modulo H . Then there
exist N ∈ N0 and an α-regressive trajectory (yn)n∈N0 such that
yn ∈ O for all n ≥ N ,
yn ∈ xnH for all n ∈ N0, and yn → e modulo (H ∩O)+ ∩ (H ∩O)−.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.1, after replacing O with
⋂ℓ
j=0 α
−j(O) for some ℓ ∈ N0, we
may assume that O ∩H is tidy above for α|H , i.e.,
(15) H ∩O = (H ∩O)+(H ∩O)−.
We choose a compact open subgroup V ⊆ O such that α(V ) ⊆ O. Since xn → e
modulo H , there exists N ∈ N0 such that
xn ∈ V H for all n ≥ N .
We show by induction that there exist elements zj ∈ xN+jH for j ∈ N0 with
αi(zj) ∈ V (H ∩O) for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , j}.
Since xN ∈ V H , we have xN ∈ z0H for some z0 ∈ V . Then z0 is as required.
If j ∈ N0 and zj has already been found, then zj ∈ xN+jH implies that
zj = xN+ja
for some a ∈ H . Since xN+j+1 ∈ V H , we can write
xN+j+1 = vb
with v ∈ V and b ∈ H . Thus
zj = xN+ja = α(xN+j+1)a = α(v)α(b)a,
with α(b) ∈ α(H) ⊆ H . Since zj ∈ V (H ∩ O) ⊆ O and α(v) ∈ α(V ) ⊆ O, we
conclude that α(b)a ∈ H ∩O and thus
α(b)a = h+h−
for suitable h+ ∈ (H∩O)+ and h− ∈ (H∩O)−. Since α((H∩O)+) ⊇ (H∩O)+,
we find h ∈ (H ∩O)+ such that h+ = α(h). Thus
zj+1 := vh ∈ V (H ∩O)+ ⊆ V (H ∩O)
and α(zj+1) = α(v)h+ = zj(h−)
−1, entailing that for i ∈ {1, . . . , j + 1}
αi(zj+1) = α
i−1(α(zj+1)) = α
i−1(zj)α
i−1(h−)
−1
∈ V (H ∩O)(H ∩O)− = V (H ∩O).
This completes the induction.
For j ∈ N0, define the sequence g(j) = (g
(j)
i )i∈N0 in V (H ∩O) via
g
(j)
i :=
{
αj−i(zj) if i ∈ {0, . . . , j};
e if i > j.
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Then (g(j))j∈N0 is a sequence in the compact space (V (H ∩ O))
N0 and hence
has a convergent subnet (g(ja))a∈A, whose limit f = (fi)i∈N0 is an α-regressive
trajectory by Lemma 2.3 (a). Then also
yn :=
{
fn−N if n ≥ N
αN−n(f0) if n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N}
is an α-regressive trajectory. Let i ∈ N0; since
g
(j)
i = α
j−i(zj) ∈ xN+iH
for all j ≥ i and xN+iH is closed, we deduce that
yN+i = fi ∈ xN+iH.
In particular, f0 = xNh0 for some h0 ∈ H and thus also
yn = α
N−n(fN ) = α
N−n(xN )α
N−n(h0) = xnα
N−n(h0) ∈ xnH
for n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N}.
Since yn ∈ V (H ∩O) ⊆ O for n ≥ N , we have yn → e modulo O. As yn ∈ xnH
and xn → e modulo H , also yn → e modulo H . Hence yn → e modulo
H ∩ O, by Lemma 2.10, and thus yn → e modulo (H ∩ O)+ ∩ (H ∩ O)−, by
Lemma 2.12.
Proof. (Theorem B). The inclusion con−(α)H ⊆ con−(α,H) is trivial. Let
y0 ∈ con−(α,H). Thus y0 has an α-regressive trajectory (y
(0)
n )n∈N0 with
y(0)n → e modulo H .
Let (O(j))j∈N be a sequence of compact open subgroups O
(1) ⊇ O(2) ⊇ · · · of G
which forms a basis of identity neighbourhoods. Set H0 := H and
Hj := (O
(j) ∩Hj−1)+ ∩ (O
(j) ∩Hj−1)− ⊆ O
(j) ∩Hj−1 for j ∈ N.
We claim that there exist integers Nj ∈ N0 for j ∈ N and α-regressive trajecto-
ries y(j) = (y
(j)
n )n∈N0 such that
y(j)n → e modulo Hj ,
y
(j)
n ∈W (j) for all n ≥ Nj, and y
(j)
n ∈ y
(j−1)
n Hj−1 for all n ∈ N0.
Lemma 4.1 (with y0 in place of x and O
(1) in place of O) provides N1 ∈ N0 and
an α-regressive trajectory (y
(1)
n )n∈N0 with y
(1)
n ∈ y
(0)
n H for all n ∈ N0,
y(1)n ∈ O
(1) for all n ≥ N1,
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and y(1) → emodulo (O(1)∩H)+∩(O(1)∩H)− = H1. This shows the case j = 1.
If N1, . . . , Nj and α-regressive trajectories (y
(1)
n )n∈N0 , . . . (y
(j)
n )n∈N0 have been
constructed, we can apply Lemma 4.1 with y
(j)
0 in place of x, (y
(j)
n )n∈N0 in
place of (xn)n∈N0 , O
(j+1) in place of O and Hj in place of H . We obtain an
integer Nj+1 ∈ N0 and an α-regressive trajectory y(j+1) = (y
(j+1)
n )n∈N0 such
that y
(j+1)
n ∈ O(j+1) for all n ≥ Nj+1, and moreover y
(j+1)
n ∈ y
(j)
n Hj for all
n ∈ N0 and y
(j+1)
n → e modulo (O(j+1) ∩Hj)+ ∩ (O(j+1) ∩Hj)− = Hj+1. This
completes the recursive construction.
We have y
(j+1)
n ∈ y
(j)
n Hj ⊆ y
(j)
n O(j) ⊆ y
(j)
n O(1) for all n ∈ N0 and j ∈ N. Hence
y
(j)
n ∈ y
(1)
n O(1) for all j ∈ N and n ∈ N0, showing that y(j) ∈
∏
n∈N0
y
(1)
n O(1)
for all j ∈ N. The product being compact and metrizable, we find a convergent
subsequence of (y(j))j∈N, with limit z = (zn)n∈N0 ∈
∏
n∈N0
y
(1)
n O(1), say. As
each y(j) is an α-regressive trajectory and α is continuous, we see that also
(zn)n∈N0 is an α-regressive trajectory. Since y
(j)
0 ∈ y
(0)
0 H = y0H for each j ∈ N
and y0H is closed, we have z0 ∈ y0H .
If j ∈ N and n ∈ N0, then y
(i)
n ∈ y
(j)
n O(j) for all i ≥ j, entailing that also
zn ∈ y
(j)
n O(j). Hence zn ∈ O(j) for all n ≥ Nj , whence zn → e and thus
z0 ∈ con−(α).
5. Metrizable quotient groups
This section prepares the discussion of endomorphisms of non-metrizable groups.
As in the case of automorphisms treated in [13], we consider metric quotients
of such as a tool.
Lemma 5.1: Let G be a locally compact group and N a compact normal sub-
group. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) G/N is metrizable.
(b) There exists a sequence (Vn)n∈N of open identity neighbourhoods Vn ⊆
G such that
⋂
n∈N Vn = N .
Proof. Let q : G→ G/N , x 7→ xN be the canonical quotient map, which is con-
tinuous and open. (a)⇒(b): If G/N is metrizable, then G/N has a countable ba-
sis {Wn : n ∈ N} of open identity neighbourhoods, and the sets Vn := q−1(Wn)
(n ∈ N) are as desired.
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(b)⇒(a): Let (Vn)n∈N be a sequence of open identity neighbourhoods in G
with intersectionN . AsN is compact, the open neighbourhood Vn ofN contains
a uniform neighbourhood of the form KnN , for some identity neighbourhood
Kn ⊆ G. Since G is locally compact, Kn can be chosen compact. We may also
assume that K1 ⊇ K2 ⊇ · · · . Thus
U := {q(Kn) : n ∈ N}
is a filter basis of compact identity neighbourhoods in G/N . Now
⋂
n∈N q(Kn)
= {e} (as the sets q−1(q(Kn)) = KnN have intersection N), entailing that
U converges to {e}. Thus U is a countable basis of identity neighbourhoods
in G/N and thus G/N is metrizable by 3.3.
Lemma 5.2: Let G be a locally compact group and N be a countable set of
closed normal subgroups N ⊆ G such that G/N is metrizable. Set M :=⋂
N∈N N . Then also G/M is metrizable.
Proof. For N ∈ N , let qN : G→ G/N be the canonical quotient map. Also, let
qM : G→ G/M be the canonical quotient map. Then
φ := (qN )N∈N : G→
∏
N∈N
G/N, x 7→ (xN)N∈N
is a continuous homomorphism to a metrizable topological group. As the kernel
is ker(φ) =M , the induced continuous homomorphism
φ : G/M →
∏
N∈N
G/N
(determined by φ ◦ qM = φ) is injective. If K ⊆ G is a compact identity
neighbourhood in G, then qM (K) is a compact identity neighbourhood in G/M .
Since φ(qM (K)) is metrizable and φ restricts to a homeomorphism from the
compact set qM (K) onto φ(qM (K)), we see that qM (K) is metrizable. Since
qM (K) is an identity neighbourhood in G/M , this topological group has a
countable basis of identity neighbourhoods and hence is metrizable.
The following fact will be used in the proofs of the non-metrizable case of
Theorem A and Theorem B.
Remark 5.3: If G is a locally compact group, M ⊆ G a σ-compact subset and
α : G→ G an endomorphism, then there exists an α-invariant, σ-compact open
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subgroup S ⊆ G such thatM ⊆ S. To see this, let V ⊆ G be a compact identity
neighbourhood. Then the subgroup S of G generated by the σ-compact set⋃
n∈N0
αn(M ∪ V )
is σ-compact and open. Moreover, M ⊆ S and α(S) ⊆ S.
Lemma 5.4: Let G be a σ-compact, locally compact group, and α : G→ G be
an endomorphism. Let K be the set of all compact, normal subgroups K ⊆ G
such that α(K) ⊆ K and G/K is metrizable. Then
⋂
K = {e}.
Proof. Let U ⊆ G be a neighbourhood of e. By [11, (8.7)], G has a compact,
normal subgroup N such that N ⊆ U and G/N is metrizable. Hence
N =
⋂
n∈N
Vn
for suitable open identity neighbourhoods Vn ⊆ G, by Lemma 5.1. Then
K :=
⋂
m∈N0
α−m(N) =
⋂
m∈N0
⋂
n∈N
α−m(Vn)
is an α-invariant, compact normal subgroup of G contained in U . As K is
an intersection of a countable set of open identity neighbourhoods, G/K is
metrizable (by Lemma 5.1).
The following fact, whose proof is left to the reader, is useful for our purposes.
Lemma 5.5: Let (I,≤) be a directed set and S := ((Gj)j∈I , (qi,j)i≤j) be a
projective system of topological groups Gj and continuous homomorphisms
qi,j : Gj → Gi. Let G be a topological group and (qj)j∈I be a family of con-
tinuous homomorphisms qj : G → Gj such that qi,j ◦ qj = qi for i ≤ j in I. If⋂
j∈I ker(qj) = {e} and qj is a quotient homomorphism with compact kernel for
each j ∈ I, then (G, (qj)j∈I) is the projective limit of S.
Remark 5.6: (a) In the situation of Lemma 5.5, let (xj)j∈I be a family of
elements xj ∈ Gj such that xi = qi,j(xj) if i ≤ j. Then (xj)j∈I ∈ P , where P
is the standard realization of the projective limit. Thus there exists a unique
element x ∈ G such that qj(x) = xj for all j ∈ I.
(b) In the situation of Lemma 5.5, assume that H ⊆ G is a closed subgroup.
Then (H, (qj |H)j∈I) is the projective limit of ((qj(H))j∈I , (qij |qj(H))i≤j).
In fact, since qj is a quotient homomorphism with compact kernel, it is a closed
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mapping (see [11, (5.18)]), whence qj |H : H → qj(H) is a surjective, continuous,
closed mapping and hence a quotient map. We can therefore apply Lemma 5.5
with H in place of G.
Definition 5.7: If α is an endomorphism of a σ-compact, totally disconnected,
locally compact group G, then there exists a non-empty set K of α-invariant,
compact normal subgroups K ⊆ G such that G/K is metrizable for each K ∈ K
and
⋂
K = {e} (see Lemma 5.4). Let κ(G,α) := |K| be the minimum cardinality
of such K.
It is not difficult to see that κ(G,α) equals the character of G in the situation
of Definition 5.7 unless G is first-countable in which case κ(G,α) = 1 as we
may choose K := {e}. Notably, κ(G,α) is independent of α. We suppress the
details as the additional information shall not be used.
6. Proof of Theorem A for non-metrizable G
To pass from metrizable to general groups in Theorem A, we could adapt the ar-
guments from [13]. However, as the treatment of Theorem B requires a different
approach, we prefer to apply this new approach also to Theorem A.
Definition 6.1: We say that an endomorphism α of a topological group G
has the decomposition property if con(α,K) = con(α)K for each α-invariant
compact subgroup K ⊆ G.
Lemma 6.2: Let α be an endomorphism of a topological group G and x ∈
con(α,H) for an α-invariant compact subgroup H ⊆ G. Let q : G → Q be a
quotient homomorphism to a topological group Q with α-invariant kernel N .
Let α : Q → Q be the map determined by α ◦ q = q ◦ α. Let y ∈ con(α) ⊆ Q
with y ∈ q(x)q(H). Then there exists y ∈ con(α,H ∩N) such that
(16) q(y) = y and y ∈ xH.
If α has the decomposition property, then there exists y ∈ con(α) with (16).
Proof. Let h ∈ H such that y = q(x)q(h). As q(xh) = y ∈ con(α), we have xh ∈
con(α,N). Since x ∈ con(α,H) = con(α,H)H , we deduce xh ∈ con(α,H).
Hence xh ∈ con(α,H ∩ N), by Lemma 2.10 (and we can take y := xh). If α
has the decomposition property, we can write xh = yn with y ∈ con(α) and
n ∈ H ∩N . Then y ∈ xH and q(y) = q(xh) = y.
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6.3: Let I be an interval of ordinal numbers of the form [0, k[ or [0, k]. Let
α be an endomorphism of a topological group G and (Nj)j∈I be a family of
α-invariant, compact normal subgroups Nj ⊆ G such that Nj ⊆ Ni for i ≤ j
in I. For j ∈ I, let qj : G → G/Nj be the canonical quotient map and αj be
the endomorphism of G/Nj determined by αj ◦ qj = qj ◦ α. For i ≤ j, let
qi,j : G/Nj → G/Ni
be the map determined by qi,j ◦ qj = qi. Then ((G/Nj)j∈I , (qi,j)i≤j) (with
i, j ∈ I) is a projective system of topological groups.
The next lemma is a variant of [13, Lemma 7].
Lemma 6.4: Let 0 6= k be a limit ordinal, α an endomorphism of a topological
group G and (Nj)j∈[0,k[ be a family of α-invariant, compact normal subgroups
Nj ⊆ G such that Nj ⊆ Ni for i ≤ j in [0, k[. Let Nk :=
⋂
j∈[0,k[Nj and
use notation as in 6.3 with I := [0, k]. Let H ⊆ G be an α-invariant closed
subgroup and x ∈ con(α,H). Assume that, for each j ∈ [0, k[, an element
yj ∈ con(αj) ⊆ G/Nj is given such that
qi,j(yj) = yi for all i ≤ j in [0, k[, and(17)
yj ∈ qj(x)qj(H) for all j ∈ [0, k[.(18)
Then there is a unique element yk ∈ G/Nk such that
(19) qi,k(yk) = yi for all i ∈ [0, k[.
Moreover, yk ∈ con(αk) ⊆ G/Nk and
(20) yk ∈ qk(x)qk(H).
Proof. By Lemma 5.5, G/Nk is the projective limit of the projective system
((G/Nj)j∈[0,k[, (qi,j)i≤j), with the limit maps qi,k. Thus, the identities (17)
determine a unique element yk ∈ G/Nk such that (19) holds. By Remark 5.6 (b),
qk(H) is the projective limit of its quotients qi(H) for i ∈ [0, k[, with the limit
maps qi,k|qk(H) : qk(H)→ qi(H). Since
qi,k(qk(x)
−1yk) = qi(x)
−1yi ∈ qi(H) for all i ∈ [0, k[,
we deduce that qk(x)
−1yk ∈ qk(H). To see that yk ∈ con(αk), let U ⊆ G/Nk be
an identity neighbourhood. Then q−1i,k (V ) ⊆ U for some i ∈ [0, k[ and identity
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neighbourhood V ⊆ G/Ni. Since limn→∞(αi)n(qi(yi)) = e, there is n0 ∈ N
such that
qi,k((αk)
n(yk)) = (αi)
n(yi) ∈ V
for all n ≥ n0 and thus (αk)n(yk) ∈ q
−1
i,k (V ) ⊆ U .
The following lemma is a variant of [13, Lemma 8].
Lemma 6.5: Let k > 0 be an ordinal number, α be an endomorphism of a
topological group G and (Nj)j∈[0,k[ be a family of α-invariant, compact normal
subgroups Nj ⊆ G such that Nj ⊆ Ni for all i ≤ j in [0, k[ and
Nj =
⋂
i<j
Ni
for each limit ordinal 0 6= j ∈ [0, k[. Let H ⊆ G be an α-invariant compact
subgroup and x ∈ con(α,H) ⊆ G. Use notation as in 6.3 with I := [0, k[.
Assume that αj has the decomposition property for each j ∈ [0, k[. Then there
exist elements yj ∈ con(αj) ⊆ G/Nj for j ∈ [0, k[, such that conditions (17) and
(18) from Lemma 6.4 are satisfied.
Proof. For all j ∈ [0, k[, we have qj(x) ∈ con(αj , qj(H)), by Lemma 2.13 (b).
Let M be the set of all families (yj)j∈[0,ℓ[ with ℓ ∈ ]0, k] such that (17) and (18)
are satisfied, with ℓ in place of k. Since α0 has the decomposition property and
q0(x) ∈ con(α0, q0(H)), there exists y0 ∈ con(α0) such that
y0 ∈ q0(x)q0(H).
Then (yj)j∈{0} ∈ M and thus M 6= ∅. For f = (yj)j∈[0,ℓ[ and g = (y
′
j)j∈[0,ℓ′[
in M , write f ≤ g if ℓ ≤ ℓ′ and f = g|[0,ℓ[. To see that (M,≤) is inductively
ordered, let Γ be a totally ordered subset of M . If Γ = ∅, then every element
of M (which is non-empty) is an upper bound for Γ. If Γ 6= ∅, write [0, ℓf [
for the domain of f ∈ Γ. Let ℓ = sup{ℓf : f ∈ Γ} ∈ ]0, k]. Then the union of
the graphs of the f ∈ Γ is the graph of a function g ∈ M which is an upper
bound for Γ. Thus (M,≤) is inductively ordered and thus M has a maximal
element f = (yj)j∈[0,ℓ[, by Zorn’s Lemma. If ℓ = k, then the assertion of the
lemma holds for α. If ℓ < k, we obtain a contradiction because f could then
be extended to an element of M defined on [0, ℓ] = [0, ℓ+ 1[, as we now verify.
It suffices to find an element yℓ ∈ con(αℓ) ⊆ G/Nℓ such that (19) and (20) are
satisfied, with ℓ in place of k.
If ℓ is a limit ordinal, then Lemma 6.4 yields yℓ ∈ con(αℓ) as desired.
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If ℓ has a precursor j, we apply Lemma 6.2 with G/Nℓ, the quotient map
qj,ℓ : G/Nℓ → G/Nj, αℓ, qℓ(Nj), qℓ(H), qℓ(x), and yj in place of G, q, α, N ,
H , x, and y, respectively. Since αℓ has the decomposition property, we obtain
yℓ ∈ con(αℓ) ⊆ G/Nℓ such that qj,ℓ(yℓ) = yj and yℓ ∈ qℓ(x)qℓ(H).
Proof. (Theorem A, completed). We show by transfinite induction on cardi-
nals k ≥ 1 that each endomorphism α of a σ-compact, totally disconnected,
locally compact group G with κ(G,α) ≤ k has the decomposition property
(where κ(G,α) is as in Definition 5.7). If k ≤ ℵ0, then κ(G,α) ≤ ℵ0 implies
that G is metrizable (see Lemma 5.2); thus α has the decomposition property
(as verified in Section 3).
Let k > ℵ0 now and assume that all endomorphisms β of σ-compact, totally dis-
connected, locally compact groups H with κ(H, β) < k have the decomposition
property. The assertion will hold for k if we can show that every endomor-
phism α of a σ-compact, totally disconnected, locally compact group G with
κ(G,α) = k has the decomposition property. In this situation, we choose a
set K with |K| = k as in Definition 5.7 and a bijection
[0, k[→ K, j 7→ Kj .
We define
Nj :=
⋂
i<j
Ki for all j ∈ ]0, k[ and N0 := N1.
This yields a decreasing family (Nj)j∈[0,k[ of α-invariant, compact normal sub-
groups of G with Nj =
⋂
i<j Ni for each limit ordinal 0 6= j ∈ [0, k[. For
j ∈ [0, k[, let qj : G → G/Nj be the canonical quotient map and αj be the
endomorphism of G/Nj induced by α. Then Kj := {qj(Ki) : i < j} is a set of
cardinality at most j which has the properties of K required in Definition 5.7,
with G/Nj in place of G and αj in place of α. Hence
κ(G/Nj , αj) ≤ |Kj | ≤ j < k,
and thus αj has the decomposition property. Note that k, being an infinite car-
dinal, is a limit ordinal. Given x ∈ con(α,H) ⊆ G, we apply Lemma 6.5 to find
yj ∈ con(αj) ⊆ G/Nj for j ∈ [0, k[ such that (17) and (18) are satisfied. Now
Lemma 6.4 provides y ∈ G ∼= G/
⋂
j<k Nj such that α
n(y)→ e and x−1y ∈ H .
Hence α has the decomposition property, as required.
Now let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally compact
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group G which need not be σ-compact. Let H ⊆ G be an α-stable closed sub-
group or an α-invariant compact subgroup. Given x ∈ con(α,H), Lemma 3.2
provides an h ∈ H such that xh ∈ con(α,K) with K := (O ∩H)+ ∩ (O ∩H)−.
As observed in Remark 5.3, G has an α-invariant σ-compact open subgroup S
such that K ∪ {xh} ⊆ S. Now, by Lemma 2.15 (a),
xh ∈ con(α,K) ∩ S = con(α|S ,K).
Since α|S has the decomposition property (as S is σ-compact), we find y ∈
con(α|S) ⊆ con(α) and k ∈ K such that xh = yk. Thus x = ykh−1 ∈
con(α)KH = con(α)H .
7. Theorem B for non-metrizable G
To deal with anti-contraction groups (rather than contraction groups), we need
to consider regressive trajectories rather than individual group elements. This
consideration leads to the following analogue of Definition 6.1.
Definition 7.1: Let α be an endomorphism of a topological group G. We say
that α-regressive trajectories decompose if, for each α-invariant closed subgroup
H ⊆ G and α-regressive trajectory (xn)n∈N0 such that xn → e modulo H , there
exists an α-regressive trajectory (yn)n∈N0 with yn ∈ xnH for all n ∈ N0 and
limn→∞ yn = e. Then
con−(α,H) = con−(α)H
in particular (since x0 = y0h for some h ∈ H , we have con−(α,H) ⊆ con−(α)H ;
the converse inclusion is trivial).
Lemma 7.2: Let α be an endomorphism of a topological group G and (xn)n∈N0
be an α-regressive trajectory in G such that xn → e modulo H for some
α-invariant closed subgroup H ⊆ G. Let N ⊆ G be an α-invariant, com-
pact normal subgroup and q : G → G/N be the canonical quotient map. Let
α : G/N → G/N be the induced map determined by α ◦ q = q ◦α and (yn)n∈N0
be an α-regressive trajectory in G/N such that yn ∈ q(xn)q(H) for each n ∈ N0.
Then there exists an α-regressive trajectory (yn)n∈N0 in G such that
q(yn) = yn and yn ∈ xnH for all n ∈ N0.
If yn → e as n→∞ and xn → e modulo H , then yn → e modulo H ∩N .
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Proof. For each n ∈ N0, there is hn ∈ H such that yn = q(xn)q(hn). We
let (z(m))m∈N0 = ((z
(m)
n )n∈N0)m∈N0 be the double sequence associated with
(xnhn)n∈N0 (as in Definition 2.4). Given n ∈ N0, we have
q(z(m)n ) = q(α
m−n(xmhm)) = α
m−n(q(xmhm)) = α
m−n(ym) = yn = q(xnhn)
for all m ≥ n. Moreover, z
(m)
n = αm−n(xmhm) = xnα
m−n(hm) ∈ xnH . Thus
z
(m)
n is contained in the compact set xn(H ∩hnN) for all m ≥ n (and always in
xn(H∩hnN)∪{e}), whence (z(m))m∈N0 has an accumulation point y = (yn)n∈N0
in
∏
n∈N0
xn(H ∩ hnN). Then q(yn) = q(xnhn) = yn and yn ∈ xnH . By
Lemma 2.3, (yn)n∈N0 is an α-regressive trajectory.
If q(yn) = yn → e, then yn → e modulo N . If, moreover, xn → e modulo H ,
then yn ∈ xnH implies that also yn → e modulo H . Hence yn → e modulo
H ∩N (by Lemma 2.10), as N is compact.
Lemma 7.3: Let 0 6= k be a limit ordinal, α be an endomorphism of a topo-
logical group G and (Nj)j∈[0,k[ be a family of α-invariant, compact normal
subgroups Nj ⊆ G such that Nj ⊆ Ni for i ≤ j in [0, k[. Let Nk :=
⋂
j∈[0,k[Nj
and use notation as in 6.3 with I := [0, k]. Let H ⊆ G be an α-invariant,
closed subgroup and (xn)n∈N0 be an α-regressive trajectory in G such that
xn → e modulo H . Assume that, for each j ∈ [0, k[, an αj-regressive trajectory
(y
(j)
n )n∈N0 in G/Nj with lim
n→∞
y(j)n = e is given such that, for each n ∈ N0,
qi,j(y
(j)
n ) = y
(i)
n for all i ≤ j in [0, k[,(21)
y(j)n ∈ qj(xn)qj(H) for all j ∈ [0, k[.(22)
Then there are unique elements y
(k)
n ∈ G/Nk such that
(23) qi,k(y
(k)
n ) = y
(i)
n for all i ∈ [0, k[.
Moreover, (y
(k)
n )n∈N0 is an αk-regressive trajectory in G/Nk which converges
to e and
(24) y(k)n ∈ qk(xn)qk(H) for all n ∈ N0.
Proof. By Lemma 5.5, G/Nk is the projective limit of the projective system
((G/Nj)j∈[0,k[, (qi,j)i≤j), with the limit maps qi,k. Thus, for n ∈ N0,
(21) determines a unique y
(k)
n ∈ G/Nk with (23) (see Remark 5.6 (a)). As
qi,k(αk(y
(k)
n+1)) = αi(qi,k(y
(k)
n+1)) = αi(y
(i)
n+1) = y
(i)
n = qi,k(y
(k)
n ) for all i ∈ [0, k[,
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we have αk(y
(k)
n+1) = y
(k)
n . Thus (y
(k)
n )n∈N0 is an αk-regressive trajectory. Now
qk(H) is the projective limit of its quotients qi(H) for i ∈ [0, k[, with the limit
maps qi,k|H : H → qi,k(H) (see Remark 5.6 (b)). Since
qi,k(qk(xn)
−1y(k)n ) = qi(xn)
−1y(i)n ∈ qi(H) for all i ∈ [0, k[,
we deduce that qk(x)
−1y
(k)
n ∈ qk(H). To see that y
(k)
n → e, let U ⊆ G/Nk be
an identity neighbourhood. Then q−1i,k (V ) ⊆ U for some i ∈ [0, k[ and identity
neighbourhood V ⊆ G/Ni. Since qi(y
(i)
n )→ e, there is n0 ∈ N such that
qi,k(y
(k)
n ) = y
(i)
n ∈ V
for all n ≥ n0 and thus y
(k)
n ∈ q
−1
i,k (V ) ⊆ U .
Lemma 7.4: Let k be an ordinal number, α be an endomorphism of a topo-
logical group G and (Nj)j∈[0,k[ be a family of α-invariant, compact normal
subgroups Nj ⊆ G such that Nj ⊆ Ni for all i ≤ j in [0, k[ and
Nj =
⋂
i<j
Ni
for each limit ordinal 0 6= j ∈ [0, k[. Let H ⊆ G be an α-invariant closed
subgroup. Let (xn)n∈N0 be an α-regressive trajectory in G such that xn → e
modulo H . Using notation as in 6.3, assume that αj-regressive trajectories in
G/Nj decompose for each j ∈ [0, k[. Then there exist αj-regressive trajectories
(y
(j)
n )n∈N0 in G/Nj which converge to e, for all j ∈ [0, k[, such that conditions
(21) and (22) from Lemma 7.3 are satisfied.
Proof. For each j ∈ [0, k[, the sequence (qj(xn))n∈N0 is an αj -regressive trajec-
tory in G/Nj . Moreover, qj(xn) → e modulo qj(H), by Lemma 2.13 (a). Let
M be the set of all families f = (y
(j)
n )(j,n)∈[0,ℓ[×N0 with ℓ ∈ ]0, k] such that (21)
and (22) are satisfied, with ℓ in place of k. Since α0-regressive trajectories in
G/N0 decompose and q0(xn) → e modulo q0(H), there exists an α0-regressive
trajectory (y
(0)
n )n∈N0 such that
y
(0)
n ∈ q0(xn)q0(H) for all n ∈ N0 and y
(0)
n → e.
Then (y
(j)
n )(j,n)∈{0}×N0 ∈ M and thus M 6= ∅. For f = (y
(j)
n )(j,n)∈[0,ℓ[×N0 and
g = (z
(j)
n )(j,n)∈[0,ℓ′[×N0 inM , write f ≤ g if ℓ ≤ ℓ
′ and f = g|[0,ℓ[×N0 . To see that
(M,≤) is inductively ordered, let Γ be a totally ordered subset of M . If Γ = ∅,
then every element ofM (which is non-empty) is an upper bound for Γ. If Γ 6= ∅,
write [0, ℓf [×N0 for the domain of f ∈ Γ. Let ℓ = sup{ℓf : f ∈ Γ} ∈ ]0, k]. Then
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the union of the graphs of the f ∈ Γ is the graph of a function g ∈ M which
is an upper bound for Γ. Hence (M,≤) is inductively ordered and thus M
has a maximal element f = (y
(j)
n )(j,n)∈[0,ℓ[×N0 , by Zorn’s Lemma. If ℓ = k,
then the assertion of the lemma holds for α and (xn)n∈N0 . If ℓ < k, we reach a
contradiction, as follows: Since [0, ℓ+1[= [0, ℓ], we can extend (y
(j)
n )(j,n)∈[0,ℓ[×N0
to a properly larger element in (M,≤) if we can find an αℓ-regressive trajectory
(y
(ℓ)
n )n∈N0 in G/Nℓ with y
(ℓ)
n → e such that (23) and (24) are satisfied, with ℓ
in place of k.
If ℓ is a limit ordinal, then Lemma 7.3 yields (y
(ℓ)
n )n∈N0 in G/Nℓ as desired
(contradiction).
If ℓ has a precursor j, we apply Lemma 7.2 with G/Nℓ, the quotient map
qj,ℓ : G/Nℓ → G/Nj , αℓ, qℓ(Nj), qℓ(H), (qℓ(xn))n∈N0 , and (y
(j)
n )n∈N0 in place
of G, q, α, N , H , (xn)n∈N0 , and (yn)n∈N0 , respectively. We obtain an αℓ-
regressive trajectory (yn)n∈N0 in G/Nℓ such that
yn → e modulo qℓ(H) ∩ qℓ(Nj)
and qj,ℓ(yn) = y
(j)
n as well as yn ∈ qℓ(xn)qℓ(H) for all n ∈ N0. Since αℓ-
regressive trajectories decompose, we find an αℓ-regressive trajectory (y
(ℓ)
n )n∈N0
in G/Nℓ such that y
(ℓ)
n → e and
y(ℓ)n ∈ yn(qℓ(H) ∩ qℓ(Nj)) ⊆ qℓ(xn)qℓ(H),
whence qj,ℓ(y
(k)
n ) = qj,ℓ(yn) = y
(j)
n . Again, a contradiction is obtained.
Proof. (Theorem B, completed). We show by transfinite induction on cardi-
nals k ≥ 1 that α-regressive trajectories decompose for each endomorphism α of
a σ-compact, totally disconnected, locally compact group G such that κ(G,α) ≤
k (where κ(G,α) is as in Definition 5.7). If k ≤ ℵ0, then κ(G,α) ≤ ℵ0 implies
that G is metrizable (see Lemma 5.2); thus α-regressive trajectories decompose
(as verified in Section 4).
Let k > ℵ0 now and assume that β-regressive trajectories decompose for all en-
domorphisms β of σ-compact, totally disconnected, locally compact groups H
with κ(H, β) < k. The assertion will hold for k if we can show that α-regressive
trajectories decompose for each endomorphism α of a σ-compact, totally dis-
connected, locally compact group G such that κ(G,α) = k. In this situation,
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we choose a set K with |K| = k as in Definition 5.7 and a bijection
[0, k[→ K, j 7→ Kj .
We define
Nj :=
⋂
i<j
Ki for all j ∈ ]0, k[ and N0 := N1.
This yields a decreasing family (Nj)j∈[0,k[ of α-invariant, compact normal sub-
groups of G with Nj =
⋂
i<j Ni for each limit ordinal 0 6= j ∈ [0, k[. For
j ∈ [0, k[, let qj : G → G/Nj be the canonical quotient map and αj be the
endomorphism of G/Nj induced by α. Then Kj := {qj(Ki) : i < j} is a set
of cardinality ≤ j which has the properties of K required in Definition 5.7,
with G/Nj in place of G and αj in place of α. Hence
κ(G/Nj , αj) ≤ |Kj | ≤ j < k,
and thus αj-regressive trajectories decompose. Note that k, being an infinite
cardinal, is a limit ordinal. Given an α-regressive trajectory (xn)n∈N0 in G, we
apply Lemma 7.4 to find αj-regressive trajectories (y
(j)
n )n∈N0 for j ∈ [0, k[ such
that limn→∞ y
(j)
n = e and both (21) and (22) are satisfied. Now Lemma 7.3 pro-
vides an α-regressive trajectory (yn)n∈N0 in G
∼= G/
⋂
j<kNj such that yn → e
and x−1n yn ∈ H for all n ∈ N0. Hence α-regressive trajectories decompose, as
required.
Now let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally compact
group G which need not be σ-compact, H ⊆ G be an α-invariant closed sub-
group and (xn)n∈N0 be an α-regressive trajectory such that xn → e modulo H .
There exists a σ-compact, α-invariant open subgroup S ⊆ G which contains
the countable (hence σ-compact) set {xn : n ∈ N0} (see Remark 5.3). Then
S ∩H is an α|S-invariant closed subgroup of S and (xn)n∈N0 an α|S-regressive
trajectory in S such that xn → e modulo S ∩ H (see Lemma 2.15 (b)). Since
α|S-regressive trajectories decompose (by σ-compactness of S), there exists an
α|S-regressive trajectory (yn)n∈N0 in S such that yn → e in S (hence in G)
and yn ∈ xn(S ∩ H) ⊆ xnH for all n ∈ N0. Thus α-regressive trajectories
decompose. Notably, con(α,H) = con(α)H .
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8. Subgroups and quotients
In this section, we generalize several results of [23] about how tidy subgroups
and the scale behave with respect to taking subgroups and quotients from auto-
morphisms to endomorphisms, paralleling the topological entropy study in [5].
8.1: For many results in this section we rely on the tidying procedure from [26]
which we shall outline for the benefit of the reader: Given a totally disconnected
locally compact group G, an endomorphism α and U ∈ COS(G), the following
steps produce a tidy subgroup for α.
(1) There exists n ∈ N such that U−n :=
⋂n
k=0 α
−k(U) is tidy above for α.
By replacing U with U−n we assume U is tidy above.
(2) Define
LU := {x ∈ G : ∃y ∈ U+ ∃m,n ∈ N with α
m(y) = x and αn(x) ∈ U−}
and LU := LU .
(3) Set U˜ := {x ∈ U : xLU ⊆ LUU}.
(4) Then U˜LU is a compact open subgroup of G which is tidy for α.
If the original subgroup U was already tidy, then U˜LU = U .
Subgroups. We first explore the effect of taking subgroups on tidiness and
the scale. The following lemma shows that tidy subgroups behave well when
passing to subgroups. It is applied in Proposition 8.3 which deals with the scale.
Lemma 8.2: Let G be a totally disconnected, locally compact group, α an
endomorphism of G and H ⊆ G a closed subgroup with α(H) ⊆ H . Further,
let U ∈ COS(G) be tidy for α. Set V := U ∩H . Then there is N ∈ N such that
V−N is tidy for α|H .
Proof. Note that V is a compact open subgroup of H . By [26, Proposition 3]
there is N ∈ N such that V−N is tidy above for α. Since U is minimizing, the
same proposition implies that U−N is tidy for α. By Lemma 3.1, replacing U
by U−N , we may assume that V is tidy above for α|H . To see that this V is
tidy, we show that LV ⊆ V where LV is given in 8.1. Since V ⊆ H is closed
this implies that LV = LV ⊆ V and hence V is tidy below and therefore tidy
for α|H by [26, Proposition 8]. First, note that
V− =
⋂
n≥0
V−n = U− ∩H
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(see (14)). Also, since V+ is the collection of all elements in V that admit an
α-regressive trajectory in V = U ∩ H , it follows that V+ ⊆ U+ ∩ H . Now,
suppose that x ∈ LV . Then x ∈ H and there are y ∈ V+ and m,n ∈ N such
that αm(y) = x and αn(y) ∈ V−. By the above, y ∈ U+ and αn(y) ∈ U−.
Therefore, x ∈ LU ∩ H . Since U is tidy for α we have LU ⊆ U and thus
conclude x ∈ U ∩H = V . This shows LV ⊆ V as required.
Proposition 8.3: Let G be a totally disconnected, locally compact group, α
an endomorphism of G and H ⊆ G a closed subgroup with α(H) ⊆ H . Then
sH(α|H) ≤ sG(α).
Furthermore, if H is normal in G and U ∈ COS(G) is tidy for α such that U∩H
is tidy for α|H , then α((U ∩H)+)U+ is a subgroup of G and
sH(α|H) = [α((U ∩H)+)U+ : U+].
Proof. By Lemma 8.2 there is a tidy subgroup U ∈ COS(G) for α such that
V := U ∩H is tidy for α|H . In particular, sH(α|H) = [α(V+) : V+] and sG(α) =
[α(U+) : U+]. Define ϕ : α(V+)/V+ → α(U+)/U+ by setting ϕ(uV+) := uU+ for
all uV+ ∈ α(V+)/V+. Clearly ϕ is well defined as V+ ⊆ U+. For the first claim
it suffices to show that ϕ is injective. Indeed, assume that ϕ(uV+) = ϕ(vV+) for
some uV+, vV+ ∈ α(V+)/V+. Then it follows that x := v−1u ∈ α(V+)∩U+ where
α(V+) = α((U∩H)+) ⊆ H . By [26, Lemma 1] we conclude x ∈ U∩H∩α(V+) =
V ∩ α(V+) = V+.
For the second claim suppose that H is normal in G. It suffices to show that
α((U ∩H)+)U+ = U+α((U ∩H)+): Indeed, this implies that α((U ∩H)+)U+
is a group and the assertion then follows from the previous paragraph. Now,
(U ∩ H)0 := U ∩ H is a normal subgroup of U0 := U and (U ∩ H)n+1 :=
α((U ∩H)n) ∩ U ∩H is normal in Un+1 := α(Un) ∩ U for each n ∈ N0 by the
following inductive argument: By the inductive hypothesis, (U ∩H)n is normal
in Un, whence α((U ∩H)n) is normal in α(Un). Since U ∩H is normal in U , it
follows that α((U ∩H)n) ∩U ∩H is normal in α(Un) ∩ U which completes the
induction. As a consequence,
(U ∩H)+ :=
⋂
n∈N0
(U ∩H)n is normal in U+ :=
⋂
n∈N0
Un.
Let u ∈ U+. Then u = α(w) for some w ∈ U+. Applying α to (U ∩ H)+w =
w(U ∩H)+, we deduce that α((U ∩H)+)u = uα((U ∩H)+).
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Quotients. We now turn our attention to quotients. Again, we first consider
tidy subgroups and then apply our findings to gain insight into the scale. Our
first lemma is a tool that provides control over α-regressive trajectories. In the
following, LU and U˜ are as in the tidying procedure, 8.1.
Lemma 8.4: Let G be a totally disconnected, locally compact group and α an
endomorphism of G. Further, let U ∈ COS(G) be tidy above for α. Then
U ∩ U˜LU = U˜ .
Proof. The definitions imply U˜ ⊆ U ∩ U˜LU as U˜ ⊆ U and U˜ ⊆ U˜LU . Now
suppose x ∈ U ∩ U˜LU . We need to show xLU ⊆ LUU . Indeed, we have
xLU ⊆ U˜LULU = U˜LU ⊆ LUU .
There are examples of automorphisms [23] and associated tidy below sub-
groups which do not behave well when passing to quotients. Lemma 8.6 shows
that although we can not expect a tidy below subgroup to be tidy below when
passing to a quotient, the original subgroup can be chosen such that the quo-
tient is as close as possible to being tidy below using the tidying procedure.
The proof of Lemma 8.6 relies on the following result which is immediate from
the proof of [26, Lemma 16]. We state it for convenience.
Lemma 8.5: Let G be a totally disconnected locally compact group and α an
endomorphism of G. Suppose u ∈ U˜ where U is tidy above for α. Then for any
pair u± ∈ U± with u = u+u− we have u± ∈ U˜±.
Lemma 8.6: Let G be a totally disconnected, locally compact group, α an
endomorphism of G and H ⊆ G a closed normal subgroup with α(H) ⊆ H .
Denote by α the endomorphism induced by α on G/H and by q : G → G/H
the quotient map. Then there is a compact open subgroup U of G such that
(a) U tidy for α,
(b) U ∩H is tidy for α|H , and
(c) q(U) is tidy above for α and Lq(U)q(U) = q(U)Lq(U).
Proof. Applying Lemma 8.2, choose V ∈ COS(G) which is tidy for α and such
that V ∩H is tidy for α|H . Then q(V ) is tidy above for α: On the one hand
q(V−) = q
⋂
n≥0
α−n(V )
 ⊆ ⋂
n≥0
q(α−n(V )) =
⋂
n≥0
α−n(q(V )) = q(V )−.
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Also, V+ = {x ∈ V | there is an α-regressive trajectory for x in V } and there-
fore q(V+) ⊆ q(V )+ as α-regressive trajectories descend to the quotient. Com-
bining the above we conclude
q(V ) = q(V+V−) = q(V+)q(V−) ⊆ q(V )+q(V )−.
That is, q(V ) is tidy above for α. Now define U := V ∩ q−1(q(V )˜ ), where
q(V )˜ is as in Step 3 of the tidying procedure, 8.1. Then q(U) = q(V )˜ and
hence q(U) is tidy above for α by [26, Lemma 16]. In addition, by applying
[26, Proposition 6 (3)] we see that Lq(U) = Lq(V )˜ = Lq(V ). It follows from
[26, Lemma 13] and q(U) = q(V )˜ that q(U)Lq(U) = Lq(U)q(U). Furthermore,
V ∩H ⊆ ker q ⊆ q−1(q(V )˜ ). Hence
U ∩H = V ∩H ∩ q−1(q(V )˜ ) = V ∩H
is tidy for α|H .
It remains to show that U is tidy for α. We begin by proving that U is tidy
above for α. Let u ∈ U . Then since V is tidy above, u = v+v− for some
v± ∈ V± and we aim to show that v± ∈ U±. Note that q(u) = q(v+)q(v−) with
q(v±) ∈ q(V±) ⊆ q(V )±. Since q(u) ∈ q(V )˜ , we deduce q(v±) ∈ (q(V )˜ )± by
applying Lemma 8.5. Since αn(v−) ∈ V− and α
n(q(v−)) ∈ (q(V )˜ )− for all n ≥ 0
we have q(αn(v−)) ∈ (q(V )˜ )−. Therefore, the orbit of v− ∈ V ∩ q−1(q(V )˜ ) =
U stays in U and we conclude v− ∈ U−.
As to v+, choose an α-regressive trajectory (vi)i∈N0 for v+ contained in V+.
We will show this sequence is contained within U . It is clear that v0 = v+ ∈ U .
Suppose for the purpose of induction that vn ∈ U . Applying [26, Lemma 15]
we see that q(vn) ∈ q(U) ∩ q(V+) ⊆ q(V )˜ ∩ q(V )+ = (q(V )˜ )+. There exists
w ∈ (q(V )˜ )+ such that
α(w) = q(vn) = α(q(vn+1)).
Now w, q(vn) and q(vn+1) are all elements of par
−(α). By [26, Proposition 20],
there exists b ∈ bik(α) such that q(vn+1) = wb. Since q(V )˜ Lq(V ) is tidy,
b ∈ q(V )˜ Lq(V ). Hence q(vn+1) ∈ q(V )˜ Lq(V ). By Lemma 8.4, q(vn+1) ∈ q(V )˜
which implies vn+1 ∈ U . Inductively vi ∈ U for all i ∈ N0 and so v+ ∈ U+.
To see that U is tidy below, note that V is tidy below and U ⊆ V . Hence
LU ⊆ V+ ∩ V−. Clearly, q(V+ ∩ V−) ⊆ Lq(V ) and so q(V+ ∩ V−) ⊆ q(V )˜ . Hence
V+ ∩ V− ⊆ U . As a consequence, LU ⊆ U which implies that U is tidy below,
see [26, Proposition 8].
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In the following lemma, we factor the subgroup used to calculate the scale.
Later on, we turn this into a factorization of the scale itself.
Lemma 8.7: Let G be a totally disconnected, locally compact group, α an
endomorphism of G and H ⊆ G a closed normal subgroup with α(H) ⊆ H .
Denote by α the endomorphism induced by α on G/H . Then there is a closed
subgroup J of G with α((H ∩ U)+)U+ ⊆ J ⊆ α(U+) and
sG/H(α) = [α(U+) : J ].
Proof. Let U satisfy the conclusions of Lemma 8.6. Let q : G → G/H denote
the quotient map. Then q(U)Lq(U) is tidy for α and
sG/H(α) = [α(q(U)+)Lq(U) : q(U)+Lq(U)]
using [26, Proposition 4 and Proposition 6 (2)]. Now consider the map
α(q(U)+)/(α(q(U)+) ∩ q(U)+Lq(U))→ α(q(U)+Lq(U))/q(U)+Lq(U)
given by
g(α(q(U)+) ∩ q(U)+Lq(U)) 7→ g(q(U)+Lq(U)).
This map is well-defined as α(q(U)+) ∩ q(U)+Lq(U)) ⊆ q(U)+Lq(U). It is injec-
tive because any two elements in the domain which have the same image have
coset representatives which differ by an element in α(q(U)+) ∩ q(U)+Lq(U).
To see surjectivity, simply note that α(Lq(U)) ⊆ Lq(U) ⊆ q(U+)Lq(U) by [26,
Lemma 6]. This shows
sG/H(α) = [α(q(U)+)Lq(U) : q(U)+Lq(U)]
= [α(q(U)+) : α(q(U)+) ∩ q(U)+Lq(U)].(25)
We know that α(q(U)+) ∩ q(U)+Lq(U) is closed in G/H because α and q are
continuous, U is compact and Lq(U) is closed. Set
J := q−1
(
α(q(U)+) ∩ q(U)+Lq(U)
)
∩ α(U+).
By the above, J ⊆ α(U+) is a closed subgroup. To see α((H ∩ U)+)U+ ⊆ J ,
note that
(26) q(α((H ∩ U)+)U+) = q(U+) ⊆ q(U)+ ⊆ α(q(U)+) ∩ q(U)+Lq(U) =: S
because α((H ∩U)+)U+ = U+α((H ∩U)+) and α((H ∩U)+) is contained in H .
The formula
x.(yS) := q(x)yS for x ∈ α(U+) and y ∈ q(U+)
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defines a left action of α(U+) on X := α(q(U+))/S which is transitive as
q(α(U+)) = α(q(U+)). Since S ∈ X has stabilizer q−1(S) ∩ α(U+) = J un-
der the action, the Orbit Formula (as in [17, 1.6.1 (i)]) shows that
[α(U+) : J ] = |X | = [α(q(U+)) : S].
Combining this with (26) and (25) we obtain sG/H(α) = [α(U+) : J ].
Theorem 8.8: Let G be a totally disconnected, locally compact group, α an
endomorphism of G and H ⊆ G a closed normal subgroup with α(H) ⊆ H .
Denote by α the endomorphism induced by α on G/H . Then sH(α|H)sG/H(α)
divides sG(α).
Proof. Let U satisfy the conclusions of Lemma 8.6. By Lemma 8.7 there is a
closed subgroup J of G such that
U+ ⊆ α((U ∩H)+)U+ ⊆ J ⊆ α(U+).
Recall that by Proposition 8.3, the set α((U ∩H)+)U+ is indeed a subgroup of
G. Applying Lemma 8.7 and Proposition 8.3 yields
sG(α) = [α(U+) : U+]
= [α(U+) : J ][J : α((U ∩H)+)U+][α((U ∩H)+)U+ : U+]
= sG/H(α)[J : α((U ∩H)+)U+]sH(α|H).
which completes the proof.
We end this section by considering the special case of nested subgroups inside
par−(α) for which we achieve equality in Theorem 8.8.
Lemma 8.9: Let G be a a totally disconnected locally compact group, α be
an endomorphism of G and H ⊆ par−(α) a closed α-stable subgroup. Then
par−(α|H) = H .
Proof. Suppose x ∈ H . We can find an α-regressive trajectory (x = x0, x1, . . .)
which is contained in some compact set K. Since α(H) = H we can choose
another α-regressive trajectory (x = y0, y1, . . .) such that yn ∈ H for all n ∈ N.
Now yn, xn ∈ par−(α) for all n ∈ N and hence x−1n yn ∈ bik(α). This shows
yn ∈ xn bik(α) ⊆ K bik(α). Since both K and bik(α) are compact, K bik(α) is
compact and hence K bik(α) ∩ H is a compact subset of H . This shows that
(y0, y1, . . .) is bounded and hence x ∈ par
−(α|H).
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The following result is known for automorphisms, see [8, Proposition 3.21 (2)].
In the case of automorphisms, the proof utilizes the modular function which is
not defined for endomorphisms. Instead we consider the factoring of the scale
given by Theorem 8.8.
Proposition 8.10: Suppose α is an endomorphism of a totally disconnected
locally compact group G and H ⊆ par−(α) is a closed α-stable subgroup. Also
suppose that N ⊆ H is a closed normal α-stable subgroup. Denote by α the
endomorphism induced by α|H on H/N . Then
sH(α|H) = sH/N (α)sN (α|N ).
Proof. For simplicity, we write α for α|H as the enveloping group will play no
further role. By Lemma 8.9, par−(α) = H and so if U ∈ COS(H) is tidy for
α, then U = U+ by [26, Proposition 11]. By Lemma 8.2, we may assume that
U ∩ N is tidy for α|N . Let q : H → H/N denote the quotient map. Choose
U ∈ COS(H) satisfying conditions of Lemma 8.6 with respect to the normal
subgroup N . From the proof of Theorem 8.8 we have
sH(α) = sH/N (α)[J : α((U ∩N)+)U+]sN (α|N ),
where J is given in the proof of Lemma 8.6 by
J = q−1(α(q(U)+) ∩ q(U)+Lq(U)) ∩ α(U+).
It suffices to show J ⊆ α((U ∩ N)+)U+. Since q(U+) ⊆ q(U)+, as seen in the
proof of Lemma 8.6, and U+ = U we have q(U+) ⊆ q(U)+ ⊆ q(U) = q(U+),
which gives equality throughout. Thus J = q−1
(
α(q(U)) ∩ q(U)Lq(U)
)
∩ α(U).
Since q(U) is an open identity neighbourhood, we obtain
q(U)Lq(U) = q(U)Lq(U) = q(U)Lq(U).
Suppose that x ∈ q−1(q(U)Lq(U)). We can write x = ul where u ∈ U and
l ∈ q−1(Lq(U)). Consider q(l) = lN ∈ Lq(U). There exists n ∈ N with
αn(lN) = αn(l)N ∈ q(U).
This implies αn(l)m ∈ U for some m ∈ N . Then αn(l)m has an α-regressive
trajectory contained in U = U+. Using that fact that N is assumed to be α-
stable, choosem′ ∈ N such that αn(m′) = m. Since [26, Proposition 20] implies
that any two elements in the preimage of an element of par−(α) = H are equal
modulo bik(α), we have lm′ ∈ U bik(α) by comparing αn(lm′) = αn(l)m with
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the α-regressive trajectory for αn(l)m contained in U . But U is tidy and so
bik(α) ⊆ U . Hence l ∈ UN and thus x ∈ UN . This shows that J ⊂ UN∩α(U).
Suppose now that x ∈ UN ∩ α(U). Then we can write x = un where u ∈ U
and n ∈ N . Choose α-regressive trajectories
(u = u0, u1, . . .), (un = v0, v1, . . .), and (n = n0, n1, . . .)
such that ui, vi+1 ∈ U for all i ≥ 0 and ni ∈ N for all i ∈ N. Note that
(un = u0n0, u1n1, . . .) is also an α-regressive trajectory. For all i ≥ 1 we have
uini ∈ vi bik(α). Noting that bik(α) ⊆ U , we have ni ∈ U for all i ≥ 1. Then
n1 ∈ (U ∩N)+ and so n = n0 = α(n1) ∈ α((U ∩N)+). As x = un, this shows
x ∈ Uα((U ∩N)+) = α((U ∩N)+)U (with equality by Proposition 8.3).
9. Small tidy subgroups and Theorem D
We now turn to Theorem D which characterizes admitting small tidy subgroups
for an endomorphism in terms of its contraction group. The following link be-
tween (anti)-contraction groups and the subgroups of a compact open subgroup
associated to tidiness is known for automorphisms (cf. [1, Proposition 3.16]).
Lemma 9.1: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally com-
pact group G, and V ⊆ G be a compact open subgroup. Then
V−− = con(α, V+ ∩ V−) and V++ = con
−(α, V+ ∩ V−).
Proof. If x ∈ con(α, V+ ∩ V−), then there exists n ∈ N0 such that αm(x) ∈
V (V+ ∩ V−) = V for all m ≥ n. Thus αk(αn(x)) ∈ V for all k ∈ N0, whence
αn(x) ∈ V− and hence x ∈ α−n(V−) ⊆ V−−. Thus con(α, V+ ∩ V−) ⊆ V−−
If x ∈ V−−, there exists m ∈ N0 such that αm(x) ∈ V− and hence αn(x) =
αn−m(αm(x)) ∈ V for all n ≥ m. Thus αn(x)→ e modulo V . By Lemma 2.12,
also αn(x)→ e modulo V+ ∩ V−.
If x ∈ con−(α, V+ ∩ V−), let (xn)n∈N0 be an α-regressive trajectory for x such
that xn → emodulo V+∩V−. There exists n ∈ N0 such that xm ∈ V (V+∩V−) =
V for all m ≥ n. Then (xn+m)m∈N0 is an α-regressive trajectory for xn in V ,
whence xn ∈ V+ and x0 = αn(xn) ∈ αn(V+) ⊆ V++.
If x ∈ V++, then x = α
m(y) for some m ∈ N0 and y ∈ V+. Let (yn)n∈N0 be an
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α-regressive trajectory for y in V . Then
x = αm(y), αm−1(y), . . . , α(y), y = y0, y1, y2, . . .
is an α-regressive trajectory for x which eventually lies in V and hence converges
to e modulo V . As it also converges to e modulo V+ ∩V− (by Lemma 2.12), we
see that x ∈ con−(α, V+ ∩ V−).
Lemma 9.2: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally com-
pact group G and V ⊆ G by a tidy subgroup for α. Then
con(α) ⊆ con(α, V+ ∩ V−) and con−(α) ⊆ con
−(α, V+ ∩ V−).
Proof. Since V is tidy, both V−− = con(α, V+∩V−) and V++ = con−(α, V+∩V−)
are closed in G (with equalities by Lemma 9.1). So con(α) ⊆ con(α, V+ ∩ V−)
and con−(α) ⊆ con−(α, V+ ∩ V−).
If α is an endomorphism of a totally disconnected locally compact group, we
write TID(α) for the set of all tidy subgroups of α. The following auxiliary
result will be improved in Proposition 12.2 (d).
Lemma 9.3: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally com-
pact group G. Then con(α) ⊆ con(α) nub(α).
Proof. For each V ∈ TID(α), we have con(α) ⊆ con(α, V+ ∩ V−) ⊆ con(α, V ).
and therefore
con(α) ⊆
⋂
V ∈TID(α)
con(α, V ) = con
α, ⋂
V ∈TID(α)
V

= con(α, nub(α)) = con(α) nub(α),
using Lemma 2.11 for the first equality and Theorem A for the last.
The following result is known for automorphisms (cf. [1, Lemma 3.31 (3)]).
Proposition 9.4: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally
compact group G and V ⊆ G be a compact open subgroup which is tidy above
for α. Then V is tidy if and only if V contains the nub of α.
Proof. If V is tidy, then V ⊇ nub(α) by definition of the nub. For the converse,
assume that V is tidy above and V ⊇ nub(α). Since W1∩W2 is tidy for all tidy
subgroups W1 and W2 (see [26, Proposition 12]), TID(α) is a filter basis. By
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Lemma 2.1, there existsW ∈ TID(α) such thatW ⊆ V . Using both Lemma 9.1
and Theorem A twice, we see that
V−− = con(α, V+ ∩ V−) = con(α)(V+ ∩ V−) = con(α)(W+ ∩W−)(V+ ∩ V−)
= con(α,W+ ∩W−)(V+ ∩ V−) =W−−(V+ ∩ V−).
As W−− is closed and V+∩V− is compact, V−− is closed. Hence V is tidy.
The following proposition subsumes Theorem D. For the special case of au-
tomorphisms, see already [1, Theorem 3.32] (for metrizable G).
Proposition 9.5: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally
compact group G. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) α has small tidy subgroups.
(b) nub(α) = {e}.
(c) Every compact open subgroup V ⊆ G which is tidy above for α is tidy.
(d) con(α) is closed in G.
Proof. The implication “(a)⇒(b)” is trivial, while “(b)⇒(c)” is immediate from
Proposition 9.4. If (c) holds and U ⊆ G is an identity neighbourhood, pick a
compact open subgroup V ⊆ U . After replacing V with
⋂ℓ
j=0 α
−j(V ) for some
ℓ ∈ N0, we may assume that V is tidy above for α and hence tidy, as we
assume (c). Hence (c) implies (a).
(b)⇒(d) holds by Lemma 9.3.
(d)⇒(c): By Lemma 9.1 and Theorem A, we have V−− = con(α, V+ ∩ V−) =
con(α)(V+ ∩ V−), which is closed in G as V+ ∩ V− is compact and we assume
that con(α) is closed. Hence V is tidy.
Tidy automorphisms were introduced in [6].
Definition 9.6: An endomorphism α of a totally disconnected, locally com-
pact group is called tidy if it satisfies one (hence any) of the conditions (a)–(d)
in Proposition 9.5.
Corollary 9.7: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally
compact group G and H ⊆ G an α-invariant closed subgroup. If α is tidy, then
also α|H is tidy. If H is also normal and compact, then the endomorphism α
induced by α on G/H is tidy.
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Proof. If α is tidy, then con(α) is closed in G by Proposition 9.5, whence
con(α)∩H=con(α|H) is closed in H . Thus α|H is tidy by the same proposition.
Assume also H is normal in G and compact. Applying Theorem A, we have
q−1(con(α)) = con(α,H) = con(α)H which is closed since con(α) is closed by
Proposition 9.5 and H is compact. Hence con(α) is closed and thus α is tidy,
by Proposition 9.5.
10. Dynamics on par−(α) and lev(α)
We now prove results involving the restriction of an endomorphism
α : G→ G to the anti-parabolic subgroup par−(α) or the Levi subgroup lev(α) =
par(α) ∩ par−(α), to be used in the proof of Theorem E.
Lemma 10.1: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally
compact group G and K be a compact subgroup of G such that α(K) = K.
Set β := α|par−(α). Then K ⊆ par
−(α) and
con−(α,K) = con−(β,K) ⊆ par−(α).
In particular, con−(α) = con−(β) ⊆ par−(α).
Proof. Since α(K) = K, we find an α-regressive trajectory in K for each
x ∈ K, showing that K ⊆ par−(α). If x ∈ con−(α,K), then there exists
an α-regressive trajectory (xn)n∈N0 for x such that xn → e modulo K. As
K is compact, {xn : n ∈ N0} is relatively compact (see Lemma 2.9 (a)), en-
tailing that xn ∈ par−(α) for each n ∈ N0 and thus x ∈ con−(β,K) (cf.
Lemma 2.14). Thus con−(α,K) ⊆ con−(β,K). The converse inclusion is trivial
(cf. Lemma 2.13 (a)).
Among other things, the next lemma is useful for the proof of Theorem E.
Independently, part (c) of the lemma was also obtained in [5, Lemma 4.5 (3)].
Lemma 10.2: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally
compact group G. Then the following holds:
(a) A compact open subgroup U ⊆ G is tidy below for α if and only if
U ∩ par−(α) is tidy below for α|par−(α).
(b) If α|par−(α) is injective, then α|par−(α) is an automorphism of par
−(α).
If U ⊆ G is a tidy subgroup for α, then
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(c) U+ is a compact open subgroup of par
−(α) which is tidy for α|par−(α),
and s(α) = s(α|par−(α)).
(d) U+ is a compact open subgroup of U++ which is tidy for α|U++ , and
s(α) = s(α|U++).
Proof. (a) The subgroup V := U ∩ par−(α) is compact and open in P− :=
par−(α). Let β := α|P− and V+ be the group of all x ∈ V for which there exists
a β-regressive trajectory in V . If x ∈ U+, then there exists an α-regressive
trajectory (xn)n∈N0 for x in U . Since {xn : n ∈ N0} ⊆ U is relatively compact,
we have xn ∈ U ∩ P− = V for all n ∈ N0, whence x ∈ V+. Thus U+ ⊆ V+ and
(27) U+ = V+.
If x ∈ U++, then there exists an α-regressive trajectory (xn)n∈N0 for x and
N ∈ N0 such that xn ∈ U+ = V+ for all n ≥ N . Again, we deduce that
xn ∈ P− for all n ∈ N0. This entails x ∈ V++. Thus U++ ⊆ V++ and hence
(28) U++ = V++.
Since P− ⊆ G is closed, U++ is closed in G if and only if V++ is closed in P−.
As U+ = V+ ⊆ P−, we have αn(U+) = βn(V+) for each n ∈ N0 and thus
(29) [αn+1(U+) : α
n(U+)] = [β
n+1(V+) : β
n(V+)] for all n ∈ N0.
As a consequence, the sequence ([αn+1(U+) : α
n(U+)])n∈N0 is constant if and
only if ([βn+1(V+) : β
n(V+)])n∈N0 is a constant sequence. Thus U is tidy below
for α if and only if V is tidy below for β.
(c) Since U+ = P
− ∩ U (see [26, Proposition 11(1)]), U+ is open in P−. As
U+ ⊆ α(U+), the subgroup V := U+ = P
− ∩ U is tidy above for β := α|P−
(since V ⊆ β(V ) implies V+ = V ). By (a), V is also tidy below. Therefore V is
tidy for β and now (29) yields
s(α) = [α(U+) : U+] = [β(V+) : V+] = s(β).
(d) Since U+ = U++ ∩ U by [26, Proposition 11(1)] and U++ is closed, U+ is a
compact open subgroup of U++. It is tidy above for α|U++ since α(U+) ⊇ U+
and tidy below since U++ and the indices [α
n+1(U+) : α
n(U+)] for n ∈ N0 are
unchanged if α is replaced with α|U++ . Notably, s(α) = [α(U+) : U+] remains
unchanged.
(b) The self-map β := α|P− of P
− is surjective as α(P−) = P−, and injective
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by hypothesis. By the proof of (c), P− has a compact open subgroup V such
that V ⊆ β(V ), whence also β(V ) is a compact open subgroup of P−. Since V
is compact, β|V is a quotient homomorphism onto its image and hence open
onto β(V ), which is open in P−. Thus, the endomorphism β is an open map.
Remark 10.3: Note that α|par−(α) is injective if and only if bik(α) = {e}.
Hence α|par−(α) is injective if α is tidy (then bik(α) ⊆ nub(α) = {e}).
The following result is known for automorphisms (cf. [1, Theorem 3.32]).
Proposition 10.4: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, lo-
cally compact group G. If con(α) is closed in G, then also con−(α) closed.
Proof. As con(α) is closed, β := α|par−(α) is an automorphism (see Remark 10.3
and Proposition 9.5). Since W+ is tidy for β for each compact open subgroup
W ⊆ G which is tidy for α (see Lemma 10.2 (c)), β has small tidy subgroups.
As each of these is also tidy for β−1, Proposition 9.5 shows that con(β−1) is
closed in par−(α) and hence in G. Since con−(α) = con−(β) = con(β−1) by
Lemma 10.1, the assertion follows.
Remark 10.5: If con−(α) is closed, then con(α) need not be closed. For ex-
ample, let F 6= {e} be a finite group and G := FN with the product topology.
Consider the left shift
α : G→ G, (xn)n∈N 7→ (xn+1)n∈N
with kernel F × {e}{2,3,...}. Then con(α) is the dense proper subgroup of all
finitely supported sequences (hence not closed). Let
σ : G→ G, x = (xn)n∈N 7→ (e, x1, x2, . . .)
be the right shift. If x ∈ G, then (σn(x))n∈N0 is an α-regressive trajectory for
x such that σn(x)→ e, whence x ∈ con−(α). Thus con−(α) = G is closed.
We mention that the proof of Lemma 3.31 in [1] (and hence [1, Theorem 3.32])
uses a tidying procedure for compact open subgroups which was developed in
[24] and is different from the one of Section 8.1. It involves a certain compact
subgroup K ⊆ G which, following [24, §2, Step 2a, p. 4], is defined as
(30) K :=
⋂
O∈COS(G)
KO,
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where KO := lev(α) ∩O−− (in [24], the abbreviation KO := lev(α) ∩ O−− is
used). If G is metrizable, then K admits a simpler description, as the closure
(31) K = con(α) ∩ lev(α)
(i.e., K = con(α) ∩ par−(α)); this was asserted without proof in [24], and left
open for non-metrizable G. It was later shown by W. Jaworski (unpublished,
personal communication, 2008). We now give a shorter argument.
Proposition 10.6: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, lo-
cally compact group G. Then
(32) con(α) ∩ lev(α) =
⋂
O∈COS(G)
KO .
Proof. For O ∈ COS(G), we have O+ ∩O− ⊆ lev(α) and thus
(33) O−− ∩ lev(α) = con(α,O+ ∩O−) ∩ lev(α) = con(α|lev(α), O+ ∩O−),
using Lemma 9.1 for the first equality and then Lemma 2.15 (a). Hence
K ⊇
⋂
O∈COS(G)
con(α|lev(α), O+ ∩O−)
= con
(
α|lev(α),
⋂
O∈COS(O)
(O+ ∩O−)
)
= con(α|lev(α))
using Lemma 2.11 and the fact that
⋂
O∈COS(G)(O+ ∩ O−) ⊆
⋂
O∈COS(G)O =
{e}. So K ⊇ con(α|lev(α)) = con(α) ∩ lev(α), with equality by Lemma 2.15 (a).
To verify the converse inclusion, note that
KO = con(α|lev(α), O+ ∩O−) = con(α|lev(α))(O+ ∩O−) = con(α|lev(α))(O+∩O−)
by (33), Theorem A and compactness of O+ ∩O−. If
x ∈ K =
⋂
O∈COS(G)
KO =
⋂
O∈COS(G)
con(α|lev(α))(O+ ∩O−),
for each O ∈ COS(G) we can write
x = xOyO
with xO ∈ con(α|lev(α)) and yO ∈ O+ ∩ O−. Direct COS(G) by declaring
O1 ≤ O2 if O2 ⊆ O1. Then the net (yO)O∈COS(G) converges to e, whence
xO = xy
−1
O → x.
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Thus x ∈ con(α|lev(α)), showing thatK ⊆ con(α|lev(α)) = con(α) ∩ lev(α).
We shall see later that K = nub(α) (Lemma 12.2 (e)).
11. Proof of Theorem E
We shall use a lemma concerning induced endomorphisms on quotients. For a
precursor of (a) and (b) for (inner) automorphisms, compare [7, Lemma 3.6]
and its variant in [16, Lemma 4.9 (iv)].
Lemma 11.1: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally
compact group G and N ⊆ G be an α-stable compact normal subgroup. Let
q : G → G/N be the canonical quotient map and α be the endomorphism of
G/N induced by α. Then the following holds:
(a) Let U ⊆ G be a compact open subgroup such that N ⊆ U . Then U is
tidy for α if and only if q(U) is tidy for α.
(b) s(α) = s(α).
(c) If N ⊆ nub(α), then q(nub(α)) = nub(α) and nub(α) = q−1(nub(α)).
Proof. (a) For x ∈ U and n ∈ N0, we have α
n(q(x)) = q(αn(x)) ∈ q(U) if and
only if αn(x) ∈ UN = U . Hence q(x) ∈ q(U)− if and only if x ∈ U−, entailing
U− = q
−1(q(U)−) and hence also q(U−) = q(U)−.
If x ∈ U+, then there exists an α-regressive trajectory (xn)n∈N0 for x in U .
Then (q(xn))n∈N0 is an α-regressive trajectory for q(x) in q(U) and hence q(x) ∈
q(U)+. Thus
(34) q(U+) ⊆ q(U)+.
If q(x) ∈ q(U)+ and (yn)n∈N0 is an α-regressive trajectory for q(x) in q(U), pick
zn ∈ q−1({yn}) for n ∈ N0. Then
q(αi(zn)) = α
i(q(zn)) = α
i(yn) = yn−i ∈ q(U)
for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, showing that αi(zn) ∈ q−1(q(U)) = U . Since q(αn(zn)) =
y0 = q(x), we have xα
n(zn)
−1 ∈ ker(q) = N . Since α(N) = N , we can choose
a ∈ N such that αn(a) = xαn(zn)−1. Then azn ∈ U , αi(azn) = αi(a)αi(zn) ∈
NU = U for i ∈ {0, . . . , n} and αn(azn) = α
n(a)αn(zn) = x. Hence x ∈ Un,α
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and thus
x ∈
⋂
n∈N0
Un,α = U+.
Thus q−1(q(U)+) ⊆ U+. Together with (34), this implies U+ = q−1(q(U)+)
and q(U+) = q(U)+.
Since U = UN and
U+U− = U+U−N,
the final equality in the chain q(U)+q(U)− = q(U+)q(U−) = q(U+U−) = q(U)
holds if and only if U+U− = U . Thus U is tidy above for α if and only if q(U)
is tidy above for α. We have
q(αn(U+)) = α
n(q(U+)) = α
n(q(U)+)
for each n ∈ N0. Since αn(U+) ⊇ U+ = q−1(q(U)+) ⊇ N , we deduce that
αn(U+) = q
−1(αn(q(U)+)).
Hence
U++ =
⋃
n∈N0
αn(U+) =
⋃
n∈N0
q−1(αn(q(U)+))
= q−1
( ⋃
n∈N0
αn(q(U)+)
)
= q−1(q(U)++),
showing that U++ is closed if and only if q(U)++ is closed. Finally,
[αn+1(U+) : α
n(U+)] = [q
−1(αn+1(q(U)+)) : q
−1(αn(q(U)+))]
= [αn+1(q(U+)) : α
n(q(U+))],(35)
whence the sequence ([αn+1(U+) : α
n(U+)])n∈N0 is constant if and only if so is
([αn+1(q(U)+) : α
n(q(U)+)])n∈N0 . Thus U is tidy if and only if q(U) is tidy.
(b) Let V ⊆ G/N be a compact open subgroup which is tidy for α. Then
U := q−1(V ) is a compact open subgroup of G such that N ⊆ U and q(U) = V
is tidy, whence U is tidy, by (a). Using (35), we get
s(α) = [α(U+) : U+] = [α(q(U)+), q(U)+] = [α(V+) : V+] = s(α).
(c) As N ⊆ nub(α) ⊆ U for each U ∈ TID(α), we deduce from (a) that
TID(α) = {q−1(V ) : V ∈ TID(α)}.
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Hence
nub(α) =
⋂
V ∈TID(α)
q−1(V ) = q−1
 ⋂
V ∈TID(α)
V
 = q−1(nub(α))
and thus q(nub(α)) = nub(α).
Proof. (Theorem E). Let β := α|par−(α) and α be the automorphism induced
by β on par−(α)/ bik(α). Let q : par−(α) → par−(α)/ bik(α) be the canonical
quotient map, whose kernel bik(α) is compact. Then
(36) s(α) = s(β) = s(α) = s(α|
con−(α)
),
using Lemma 10.2 (c), Lemma 11.1 (b) or Proposition 8.10, as well as [1, Propo-
sition 3.21]. The first and second equality were obtained independently in [5,
Lemma 4.5 (3), (4)]. We have con−(β, bik(α)) = con−(β) bik(α) by Theorem B
and thus q(con−(α)) = q(con−(β)) = con−(α). Since bik(α) is compact, we
deduce that
con−(α) bik(α)
is closed. It then coincides with the set con−(α) bik(α), which is mapped onto
con−(α) by q. Hence
p := q|con−(α) : con
−(α)→ con−(α)
is a continuous surjective homomorphism and hence a quotient morphism, as
both groups are σ-compact (whence the open mapping theorem, [11, (5.29)]
applies): In fact, as the left hand side is a closed subgroup of con−(α) bik(α)
and this group has con−(α) as a quotient with compact kernel, it will be σ-
compact if con−(α) is σ-compact, which holds by Lemma 11.2 to come.
Since p has compact kernel, by applying Lemma 11.1 (b) or Proposition 8.10
we deduce that s(α|con−(α)) = s(α|con−(α)). Together with (36), we get s(α) =
s(α|
con−(α)
).
We applied the following lemma to the automorphism α−1:
Lemma 11.2: For each automorphism α : G → G of a locally compact group,
the closure con(α) of the contraction group is σ-compact.
Proof. Let K be a compact identity neighbourhood in con(α). Then
con(α) = con(α)K.
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For each x ∈ con(α), there is n ∈ N with αn(x) ∈ K whence x ∈ α−n(K). Thus
con(α) =
⋃
n∈N
α−n(K)K
is σ-compact.
As an application of Theorem B, Proposition 8.10 and Theorem E, we in-
clude the following addition to the study begun in Section 8. Note that since
α-stable compact groups are contained within par−(α), this result is a gener-
alization of Lemma 11.1 (b). It also generalizes Proposition 8.10 which can be
seen by choosing G = par−(α). As a consequence, the result is also a general-
ization of [1, Proposition 3.21 (2)] which is precisely Proposition 8.10 restricted
to automorphisms.
Theorem 11.3: Let G be a totally disconnected locally compact group and α
an endomorphism of G. Further, let N ⊆ G be a closed normal subgroup which
is α-stable and contained in par−(α). If α is the endomorphism induced by α
on G/N , then
sG(α) = sG/N (α¯)sN (α).
Proof. Applying Lemma 10.2 and Proposition 8.10, it suffices to show
sG/N (α) = spar−(α)/N (α),
where the right hand side denotes the scale of the restriction of α to par−(α)/N .
Let xN ∈ con−(α). Then x ∈ con−(α,N). Thus x ∈ con−(α)N by Theorem B.
Therefore, xN ∈ par−(α)/N as con−(α) ⊆ par−(α). Since par−(α) is closed
we have con−(α) ⊆ par−(α)/N.
By Theorem E we have s(α) = s(α|
con−(α)
), so applying Proposition 8.3 we
get sG/N (α) = scon−(α)(α) ≤ spar−(α)/N (α) ≤ sG/N (α) as required.
12. Further results concerning the nub
In this section, we provide further results concerning the nub of an endomor-
phism, as well as consequences, for example an improved description of the
closure of a contraction group.
Lemma 12.1: If α is an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally com-
pact group G, then
lev(α) = lev(α|par−(α)) and bik(α) = bik(α|lev(α)).
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Proof. Abbreviate γ := α|lev(α). If x ∈ par
−(α) and αn(x) = e for some n, then
x ∈ lev(α). Hence
{x ∈ par−(α) : (∃n ∈ N0) α
n(x) = e} = {x ∈ lev(α) : (∃n ∈ N0) γ
n(x) = e}.
Since lev(α) is closed, the closures of the preceding set in G and lev(α) coincide.
Thus bik(α) = bik(γ).
If x ∈ lev(α), there exists a bounded α-trajectory (xn)n∈Z with x0 = x. Then
xn ∈ lev(α) for each n, since (xn+m)m∈Z is a bounded α-trajectory for this
element. Thus (xn)n∈Z is a bounded γ-trajectory for x in lev(α) (and hence
also a bounded α|par−(α)-trajectory for x in par
−(α)). Thus x ∈ lev(α|par−(α))
and hence lev(α) ⊆ lev(α|par−(α)). The converse inclusion is trivial.
The following statements (a) and (b) are implicit in comments concerning the
nub in [26, lines following Remark 4] (where no proof is given); independently,
they were verified in [5, Lemma 4.5 (5)].
Proposition 12.2: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, lo-
cally compact group G. Let q : par−(α)→par−(α)/ bik(α) =: Q be the canoni-
cal quotient map and α be the automorphism of Q induced by α|par−(α). Then
(a) nub(α|par−(α)) = nub(α),
(b) nub(α) = q(nub(α)),
(c) nub(α) = con(α) ∩ nub(α),
(d) con(α) =
⋂
U∈TID(α) U−− = con(α) nub(α), and
(e) nub(α) = con(α) ∩ lev(α) =
⋂
U∈COS(G) lev(α) ∩ U−−
= lev(α) ∩
⋂
U∈TID(α) U−− =
⋂
V ∈COS(lev(α)) V−−.
Proof. (a) Abbreviate P− := par−(α). We recall from [26, Corollary 5] that
nub(α) =
⋂
U∈TID(α) U =
⋂
U∈TID(α)(U+ ∩ U−), whence also
(37) nub(α) =
⋂
U∈TID(α)
U+.
The right hand side of (37) contains nub(α|P−), by Lemma 10.2 (c). Hence
nub(α) ⊇ nub(α|P−). For the reverse inclusion we show the contrapositive.
Suppose x 6∈ nub(α|P− ). Then x 6∈ W for some compact open subgroup W ⊆
P− which is tidy for α|P− . Let O be a compact open subgroup of G with
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O ∩ P− ⊆W . Then
V :=
⋂
y∈W
yOy−1
is a compact open subgroup of G which is normalized byW , entailing that VW
is a compact open subgroup of G. Note that x 6∈ VW (if we could write x = vw
with v ∈ V and w ∈ W , then v = xw−1 ∈ V ∩ P− ⊆ O ∩ P− ⊆ W , whence
x = vw ∈ W contrary to the choice of W ). For large ℓ ∈ N0,
U :=
ℓ⋂
j=0
α−j(VW )
is tidy above for α. By Lemma 3.1, after increasing ℓ if necessary, we may
assume that, moreover, P− ∩ U is tidy above for α|P− . Since nub(α|P−) ⊆ W
and α(nub(α|P−)) = nub(α|P−), we have nub(α|P−) ⊆ U and hence
nub(α|P− ) ⊆ U ∩ P
−.
As a consequence, U ∩ P− is tidy for α|P− , whence U is tidy below for α (by
Lemma 10.2 (a)) and hence tidy. Thus x 6∈ nub(α) ⊆ U . This shows that
nub(α) = nub(α|P−).
(b) As ker(q) = bik(α) ⊆ nub(α) = nub(α|P−) (using (a)), we have q(nub(α)) =
q(nub(α|P−)) = nub(α) by Lemma 11.1 (c).
(c) By (b), the map p := q|nub(α) : nub(α)→ nub(α) is onto and thus a quotient
map by the open mapping theorem [11, (5.29)], as nub(α) is compact. Hence
q(con(α) ∩ nub(α)) = q(con(α|nub(α)) = con(α|nub(α)),
by Theorem A, which is dense in nub(α) by [1, Lemma 3.31, (1) and (2)]. As a
consequence,
(38) con(α|nub(α)) ker(p) = con(α|nub(α)) bik(α)
is dense in nub(α). The subset
{x ∈ par−(α) : (∃n ∈ N0) α
n(x) = e} ⊆ bik(α) ∩ con(α) ⊆ nub(α) ∩ con(α)
= con(α|nub(α))
is dense in bik(α). Combining this with the density of the set from (38) in
nub(α), we find that con(α|nub(α)) is dense in nub(α) (as asserted).
(d) We know from Lemma 9.3 that con(α) = con(α)(con(α) ∩ nub(α)). By (c),
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con(α)∩nub(α) is dense in nub(α), and thus con(α)∩nub(α) = nub(α). Hence
con(α) = con(α) nub(α). It only remains to recall that⋂
U∈TID(α)
U−− =
⋂
U∈TID(α)
con(α,U+ ∩ U−) =
⋂
U∈TID(α)
con(α,U)
= con(α, nub(α)) = con(α) nub(α)
by Lemma 9.1, Lemma 2.12, Lemma 2.11, and Theorem A.
(e) As {U∩lev(α) : U ∈ COS(G)} is a basis of identity neighbourhoods in lev(α)
and lev(α) ∩ U−− = (lev(α) ∩ U)−−, we have
⋂
U∈COS(G) lev(α) ∩ U−− =⋂
V ∈COS(lev(α)) V−−. The second and third groups in (e) (from the left) co-
incide by Lemma 10.6, and we denote them by K (as in (30)). Now K =
con(α) ∩ lev(α) ⊇ con(α) ∩ nub(α) = nub(α), by Proposition 12.2 (c). On the
other hand,
K =
⋂
U∈COS(G)
lev(α) ∩ U−− ⊆
⋂
U∈TID(α)
lev(α) ∩ U−− ⊆ nub(α)
as each of the sets lev(α) ∩ U−− is closed, and contained in U+ ∩ U−, as
we now verify: If x ∈ lev(α) ∩ U−−, then x ∈ lev(α) and αn(x) ∈ U− for
some n ∈ N0. Let (xn)n∈N0 be a bounded α-regressive trajectory for x. Then
αn(x), αn−1(x), . . . , α(x), x, x1, x2, . . . is a bounded α-regressive trajectory for
αn(x) ∈ U , whence αn(x) ∈ U+ by [26, Proposition 11 (a)] and thus αn(x) ∈
U+∩U−. Since α(U+∩U−) = U+∩U−, there exists and α-regressive trajectory
(yj)j∈N0 for α
n(x) inside U+ ∩ U−. Then y−1n x ∈ (U+ ∩ U−) lev(α) ⊆ lev(α) ⊆
par−(α) and αn(y−1n x) = e, showing that y
−1
n x ∈ bik(α) ⊆ nub(α). Hence
x = yn(y
−1
n x) ∈ (U+ ∩ U−) nub(α) = U+ ∩ U−.
Thus lev(α) ∩ U−− ⊆ U+ ∩ U− and thus K ⊆
⋂
U∈TID(α)(lev(α) ∩ U−−) ⊆⋂
U∈TID(α) U+ ∩ U− = nub(α).
Proposition 12.2 (e) provides several characterizations of the nub, and identi-
fies it as the group considered in Proposition 10.6 (which had been used in the
literature in the case of automorphisms, as recalled above). A complementary
characterization of the nub was obtained in [5, Corollary 4.6].
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13. Theorem F: Dynamics on the ‘big cell’
Before we prove Theorem F, let us collect some tools. For automorphisms, part
(a), (d), (e) and (f) of the following lemma are known (cf. Proposition 3.4,
Corollary 3.17, and Lemma 3.18 in [1]).
Lemma 13.1: Let α be an endomorphism of a totally disconnected, locally
compact group G. Then the following holds:
(a) con(α) is a normal subgroup of par(α) and con−(α) is normal in par−(α).
(b) V− = con(α|V−)(V+ ∩V−) for each compact open subgroup V ⊆ G, and
con(α|V−) is normal in V−. If V is tidy for α, then V+∩V− = lev(α)∩V
and con(α|V−) = con(α) ∩ V .
(c) V+ = (con
−(α)∩V+)(V+∩V−) for each compact open subgroup V ⊆ G,
and con−(α) ∩ V+ is normal in V+. If V is tidy, then con−(α) ∩ V+ =
con−(α) ∩ V .
(d) par(α) = con(α) lev(α). Moreover, the surjective homomorphism
q : lev(α)→ par(α)/con(α), g 7→ g con(α) is continuous and open.
(e) par−(α) = con−(α) lev(α). Moreover, the surjective homomorphism
p : lev(α)→ par−(α)/con−(α), g 7→ g con−(α) is continuous and open.
(f) A compact open subgroup V ⊆ lev(α) is tidy for α|lev(α) if and only if
α(V ) = V .
Proof. (a) If (xn)n∈N0 and (gn)n∈N0 are sequences in G such that xn → e and
the set {gn : n ∈ N0} is relatively compact, then also gnxng−1n → e by virtue of
[11, (4.9)]. The assertions follow from this observation.
(b) If x ∈ V− ⊆ V−−, then αn(x) → e modulo V+ ∩ V− in G (see Lemma 9.1)
and hence also in V− (see Lemma 2.14). Thus, using Theorem A,
V− = con(α|V− , V+ ∩ V−) = con(α|V− )(V+ ∩ V−).
By (a), con(α|V−) is normal in par(α|V−) = V−. If V is tidy and x ∈ con(α)∩V ,
then {αn(x) : n ∈ N0} is relatively compact and thus x ∈ V− (by [26, Propo-
sition 11 (2)]). Hence x ∈ con(α|V−) and so con(α) ∩ V ⊆ con(α|V− ). The
converse inclusion is trivial.
Finally, V+ ∩ V− = lev(α) ∩ V by [26, Proposition 11].
(c) As con−(α) is normal in par−(α), the intersection con−(α) ∩ V+ is normal
in the subgroup V+ of par
−(α). If x ∈ V+ ⊆ V++, then x ∈ con
−(α, V+ ∩ V−)
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by Lemma 9.1 and thus x ∈ (con−(α)∩V+)(V+ ∩V−), by Theorem B. Trivially,
(con−(α) ∩ V+)(V+ ∩ V−) ⊆ V+. If V is tidy, then con−(α) ∩ V ⊆ V+ (by [26,
Proposition 11 (1)]), whence con−(α) ∩ V+ = con−(α) ∩ V .
(d) If x ∈ par(α), then the closure K := {αn(x) : n ∈ N0} is compact. Since
αn(x) ∈ K for all n, we have αn(x) →R K and thus αn(x) →R K+ ∩K−, by
Lemma 2.12. Since K+ ∩K− is compact and α(K+ ∩K−) = K+ ∩K−,
K+ ∩K− ⊆ lev(α).
Thus x ∈ con(α,K+∩K−) ⊆ con(α, lev(α)) = con(α) lev(α), using Theorem A.
Thus par(α) ⊇ con(α) lev(α). The converse inclusion is trivial.
If V ⊆ G is a compact open subgroup which is tidy for α, then V− = V ∩
par(α) is open in par(α) and V+ ∩ V− = V ∩ lev(α) is open in lev(α) (cf. [26,
Proposition 11]). Since V− = (con(α) ∩ V )(V+ ∩ V−) by (a), we see that
q(V+ ∩ V−) = V− con(α)/con(α)
is open in par(α)/con(α). Since V+ ∩ V− is compact, the continuous surjection
q|V+∩V− : V+∩V− → q(V+∩V−) is a quotient map and thus an open map (being
also a homomorphism). The assertion follows.
(e) Every x ∈ par−(α) admits a bounded α-regressive trajectory (xn)n∈N0 . In
particular, K := {xn : n ∈ N0} is compact. Since xn ∈ K for all n, we have
xn(x) →R K and thus xn →R K+ ∩K−, by Lemma 2.12. Since K+ ∩K− is
compact and α(K+ ∩K−) = K+ ∩K−,
K+ ∩K− ⊆ lev(α).
Thus x ∈ con−(α,K+ ∩K−) ⊆ con−(α, lev(α)) = con−(α) lev(α), using Theo-
rem B. Thus par−(α) ⊇ con−(α) lev(α). The converse inclusion is trivial.
If V ⊆ G is a tidy subgroup for α, then V+ = V ∩ par−(α) is open in par−(α)
and V+ ∩ V− = V ∩ lev(α) is open in lev(α) (cf. [26, Proposition 11]). Since
V+ = (con
−(α) ∩ V+)(V+ ∩ V−) by (b), we see that
p(V+ ∩ V−) = V+ con−(α)/con−(α)
is open in par−(α)/con−(α). Since V+∩V− is compact, the continuous surjection
p|V+∩V− : V+∩V− → p(V+∩V−) is a quotient map and thus an open map (being
also a homomorphism). The assertion follows.
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(f) If α(V ) = V , then V+ = V− = V (whence V = V+V−) and V−− is open (and
thus closed); so V is tidy. If, conversely, V is tidy, then every x ∈ V lies on
a bounded α-trajectory (xn)n∈Z (as x ∈ lev(α)), whence x ∈ V+ ∩ V− by [26,
Proposition 11]. Thus V = V+ ∩ V− and thus α(V ) = V .
Proof. (Theorem F). If α has small tidy subgroups, then also αL := α|lev(α), by
Corollary 9.7. If, conversely, αL has small tidy subgroups, then
(39) {e} = nub(αL) = con(αL) ∩ lev(αL) = con(αL),
using Proposition 9.5 for the first equality, Proposition 12.2 (e) for the second,
and the fact that lev(αL) = lev(α) for the last equality. Thus
(40) nub(α) = con(α) ∩ lev(α) = con(αL) = {e},
whence α has small tidy subgroups (by Proposition 9.5).
Assuming now that α has small tidy subgroups, we have:
(c) Since ker(α)∩par−(α) ⊆ bik(α) ⊆ nub(α) = {e}, the induced endomorphism
α|par−(α) of par
−(α) is injective and hence an automorphism of the topologi-
cal group par−(α) (by Lemma 10.2 (b)). We know that the endomorphisms
α|con−(α) and α|lev(α) are surjective. Being restrictions of the automorphism
α|par−(α), also α|con−(α) and α|lev(α) are automorphisms.
(b) By (40), we have con(α) ∩ lev(α) = {e}. Together with Lemma 13.1 (a)
and (d), this entails that par(α) = con(α) ⋊ lev(α) as an abstract group. By
Proposition 13.1 (d), the map q : lev(α) → par(α)/ con(α), g 7→ g con(α) is
an isomorphism of topological groups. As a consequence, the homomorphism
par(α) → lev(α), xy 7→ y (with x ∈ con(α), y ∈ lev(α)) is continuous and thus
par(α) = con(α)⋊ lev(α) as a topological group.
As α has small tidy subgroups, so does the automorphism β := α|par−(α) (see
Corollary 9.7). Hence
par−(α) = par−(β) = par(β−1) = con(β−1)⋊ lev(β−1)
= con−(β) ⋊ lev(β) = con−(α)⋊ lev(α).
(d) Let V ⊆ G be a compact open subgroup which is tidy for α. Then
V = V −1 = (V−)
−1(V+)
−1 = V−(V+)
−1
= (con(α) ∩ V )(lev(α) ∩ V )(con−(α) ∩ V ) ⊆ Ω,
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using Lemma 13.1 (b) and (c). As each of con(α) and con−(α) intersects lev(α)
in {e} (by (b)), we deduce from Lemma 13.1 (b) and (c) that
(41) V− = (con(α)∩V )⋊ (lev(α)∩V ) and V+ = (con
−(α)∩V )⋊ (lev(α)∩V )
as abstract groups. Using (b), we see that (41) also holds in the sense of topo-
logical groups.
(a) By (d), Ω is an identity neighbourhood. For x ∈ G, the translations
λx, ρx : G→ G,
λx(y) := xy, ρx(y) := yx for y ∈ G
are homeomorphisms. If z ∈ Ω, write z = xy with x ∈ con(α) and y ∈
lev(α) con−(α) = par−(α) (cf. Lemma 13.1 (e)). Since
Ω = con(α) par−(α),
we have (ρy ◦ λx)(Ω) ⊆ Ω. Since (ρy ◦ λx)(Ω) is a neighbourhood of
(ρy ◦ λx)(e) = xy = z,
so is Ω. Hence Ω is open. If also z = ab with a ∈ con(α) and y ∈ par−(α), then
a−1x = by−1 ∈ con(α) ∩ par−(α) = con(α|lev(α)) = {e}
(where we used (39)). Hence x = a and y = b, showing that π is injective and
hence a bijection. It remains to show that π is an open map. If V ⊆ G is a tidy
subgroup for α and
L := (con(α) ∩ V )× (lev(α) ∩ V )× (con−(α) ∩ V ),
then π restricts to a continuous bijection
(42) πV : L→ V−V+ = V,
as a consequence of (d). Since L is compact, πV is a homeomorphism. Hence
π|L is an open map. Given a ∈ con(α), b ∈ lev(α) and c ∈ con−(α), we have
π(x, y, z) = aπ|L(a
−1x, yb−1, bzc−1b−1)bc
for (x, y, z) ∈ con(α) × lev(α) × con−(α) in some open neighbourhood W of
(a, b, c). Since translations and the automorphism con−(α) → con−(α), v 7→
bvb−1 are open maps, π|W is an open map and thus π a homeomorphism.
(e) If V is tidy, then V is the product of the α-invariant set con(α) ∩ V =
con(α|V−), the α-stable set lev(α) ∩ V = V+ ∩ V− and the set con
−(α) ∩ V =
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con−(α)∩ V+ whose image under α is contained in con−(α). In view of (a), we
now deduce from
(V+ ∩ V−)(con
−(α) ∩ V+) = V+ ⊆ α(V+) = (V+ ∩ V−)α(con
−(α) ∩ V+)
that con−(α) ∩ V+ ⊆ α(con−(α) ∩ V+). Conversely, assume that (3)–(6) are
satisfied by a compact open subgroup V ⊆ G. If v ∈ V−, write π−1(v) =:
(a, b, c). As con(α), lev(α) and con−(α) are α-invariant, we deduce from
αn(v) = αn(a)αn(b)αn(c) ∈ V
that αn(c) ∈ con−(α) ∩ V for all n ∈ N0, whence c ∈ par(α) ∩ con−(α) =
con(α) lev(α) ∩ con−(α) = {e} and thus c = e. We now easily deduce that
V− = (con(α) ∩ V )(lev(α) ∩ V ).
If v ∈ V+ and (a, b, c) := π−1(v), let (vn)n∈N0 be an α-regressive trajectory for v
in V . Write (an, bn, cn) := π
−1(vn). Then (an)n∈N0 is an α-regressive trajectory
for a in V , whence a ∈ con(α)∩par−(α) = con(α)∩ lev(α) ⊆ nub(α) = {e} and
thus a = e. We now easily deduce that
V+ = (lev(α) ∩ V )(con
−(α) ∩ V ).
Using that lev(α) ∩ V is α-stable and con−(α) ⊆ V++ (cf. Lemma 9.1), we find
V++ = (lev(α) ∩ V ) con
−(α).
As con−(α) is closed in G and lev(α) ∩ V is compact, V++ is closed in G.
Since β := α|par−(α) is an automorphism, the indices [α
n+1(V+) : α
n(V+)] =
[βn+1(V+) : β
n(V+)] are independent of n ∈ N0. Hence V is tidy.
(f) As lev(α) has small tidy subgroups, (f) follows from Lemma 13.1 (f).
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